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History of Rystall Wood 
- 10082 DR The first Green Elf clans move into northern Arcorar, renaming it the Rystall Wood in 
honour of their leader Rystalln’har Audark who lead the people out of slavery from their dragon 
masters in the east.  
 
-8800 DR The first Rysar (ruling house (Audark)) of this kingdom crowns K’elimmith Audark as its first 
Coronal.   
 
-8400 DR K’elimmith Audark is killed fighting off a White Wyrm whilst hunting near the Great Glacier 
ending the First Rysar of Rystall Wood. Year of Founding for Jhyrennstar. The Coronal is crowned and 
the First Rysar starts.  Paduathaa’r Audark, the Coronals second son is crowned Coronal beginning 
the second rysar of Rystall Wood. 
 
-8130 DR Yrlaancel, the city of peace, is built in the northern reaches of Rystall Wood, deep within 
the valley of the Whispering Falls. 
 
-7500 DR The Second Rysar of Rystall Wood gives way to the Third Coronal, Yr’kyrinea Audark, as 
Paduathaa’r Audark makes his final journey to Arvandor after a long and full life.  He is celebrated in 
the annals as Paduathaa’r the Wise. 
 
-6800 DR The Third Rysar ends in Rystall Wood with the death of Yr’kyrinea Audark who dies without 
issue. The Fourth Rysar starts at the crowning of Naevys Caersaelk, Yr’kyrinea Audark’s niece, and 
the first female Coronal of the realms of Arcorar. 
 
-6200 DR The Fourth Rysar of Rystall Wood gives way to the Fifth Rysar under the Coronal Esyae, 
daughter of Naevys.  The life and death of Naevys Caersaelk caused much controversy as many noble 

families such as the Moonglaemer’s and Snowdark’s sought to undermine her position with the clans. 
Esyae Caersaelk, a Selu’taar of extraordinary power but reckless demeanour, discovers those 
responsible for her mothers’ death. With the help of her supporters in the Yrdaatha, she magically 
exiles those responsible, exposing their family’s perfidy as a result. 
 
-5590 DR Esyae dies in a High Magic ritual gone wrong, and her young brother Mhaenal Caersaelk 
becomes the Sixth Coronal of Rystall Wood. Some say that it was through the machinations of the 
Moonglamers that the line of the female Coronals came to such a violent and premature end. 
 
-5000 DR The Twelve Nights of Fire (Midsummer): Uvaeren is destroyed by a falling star whose 
impact opens a 100-mile-long and 30-mile-wide clearing in Cormanthor's tree line. The Coronal and 
nearly all of its noble houses die instantly or during the conflagration. Few Uvaeranni escape to the 
safety of deeper Arcora, aside from those few dozen away from the realm during this disaster. 
Rystall Wood becomes a separate forest and realm after the Twelve Nights of Fire clear away the 
mountain and hill trees that attached it to Arcorar. While an independent forest now, its Coronal 
Mhaenal Caersaelk, still convenes often with the leaders of Elven Court. 
 
-4970 DR Death of Coronal Mhaenal Caersaelk by monsters summoned into his bedchambers; the 
Sixth Rysar of Rystall Wood ends with the murder investigation lasting for 90 years.  With the 
disgrace of both the Moonglaemer and Snowdark families, Fhaor’atla Audark, the Coronals cousin, 
assumes the Regency of Rystall Wood, until another Coronal can be chosen. 
 
-4880 DR Three nobles (from house Snowdark) are discovered as the plotters who slew the aged 
Mhaenal Caersaelk; the actual caster of the monster summons Josidiah Snowdark is executed, the 
others are banished from Rystall Wood and Arcorar on pain of death. The Seventh Rysar of Rystall 
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Wood finally begins with the rise of Coronal Injros Caersaelk, the great grandson of the former 
Coronal. 
 
-4400 DR Drow and duergar attack and destroy Elven Court and Sarphil beginning at the start of the 
year on Midwinter Night. Within days, Elven Court is in ruins and Sarphil is occupied by the drow and 
duergar. The Dark Court Slaughter claims the lives of many clan leaders of Elven Court and both the 
Coronal Injros Caersaelk of Rystall Wood and the Coronal of Jhyrennstar. The Eighth Rysar of Rystall 
Wood (the child of Injros Caersaelk, wizardess Enajharas Caersaelk) and the Sixth Rysar of 
Jhyrennstar (the prophet of Labelas, the aged Oacenth) begin with somber coronations and the call 
to arms against the drow, their now-revealed enemy. 
 
-4200 DR Surrounded by paranoid nobles baying for blood, and guided her great uncle the 
Cor’selutaar Fhaor’atla Audark , the impressionable Coronal Enajharas Caersaelk isolates Rystall 
Wood from all dealings with Arcorar, as her nobles say conspiracies against them whirl among the 
elves of Jhyrennstar. 
 
-4000 DR Coronal Oacenth of Jhyrennstar falls ill; the Ruling Trials last from Midsummer to 
Harvestide; the 3 elf blades are forged. Coronal Kahvoerm Irithyl becomes the ruler of Semberholme, 
Jhyrennstar, and Elven Court, all of which are now Cormanthyr. 
 
-3983 DR The birth of the city of Cormanthor begins here, with the Summoning of the Rule Tower. 
 
-3680 DR Cor’selutaar Fhaor’atla Audark finally passes on to Arvandor, much to the relief of the 
Moonglaemer nobles who have been plotting and waiting patiently for this day. 
 
-3400 DR Start of the Ninth Rysar of Rystall Wood.  Isolated, paranoid and devoid of the soothing 
guidance of her great uncle Fhaor’atla, the mad Coronal Enajharas Caersaelk finally succumbs to her 
delusions and throws herself from the top most lookout of the Whispering Falls.  There are whispers 
aplenty that she was poisoned or pushed, but most Rystallans are happy that her cruel and chaotic 
reign is at an end.  To the sound of much acclaim the scheming and power hungry Selu’taar, 
Te’lpellar’yll Moonglaemer becomes the ninth Coronal of Rystall Wood. 
 
-2549 DR Despite repeated attacks and attempts to stop them, the drow complete the Twisted 
Tower this year and build up their presence here. 
 
-2439 DR The Spiderfires: Drow inflict the greatest damage upon the forests since the Twelve Nights 
of Fire by setting the southern Rystall Woods aflame with a swarm of spiders made from arcane fire. 
After a long, dry summer, the woods burn easily. This clears nearly 100 miles of forest south of the 
River Tesh, and severs the southernmost part of the woods around and to the west of the Twisted 
Tower from the greater Rystall Woods and widens the cleared lands between them and Cormanthor. 
A Drow army led by Garogoth Dhuurniv sacks and burns the Rystallan tree city of Shalambyrindath 
on the shores of Lake Dweomerdim, in what is now the Spiderhaunt Woods. 
 
-2200 DR Start of the Tenth Rysar of Rystall Wood with the death of Selu’taar Te’lpellar’yll 
Moonglaemer, who falls defending the Temple City of Tallnost against the ravages of the Arachnid 
horrors unleashed in the southern remains of Rystall Wood.  His death brings about the end of the 
Kingdoms claims to the Living Forest and The Forest of Starlights Reverie south of the River Tesh.  
The lands of southern Rystall Wood now fall under the domain of their enemies the Dark Elves of 
Maerimdyra.  Aluath’aar Moonglaemer is crowned the tenth Coronal of Rystall Wood. 
 
-1950 DR Fighting a drow incursion into the western woods alongside the armies of Aluath’aar 
Moonglaemer, Coronal Sakrattars Irithyl sacrifices himself to create a blood dragon and destroy the 
massive horde of drow occupying the last ruins of Uvaeren and the Twisted Tower (though not the 
tower itself). The combined armies of Cormanthor and Rystall Wood rout the Drow from their 
holdings throughout the south and west. Coronal Aluath’aar ‘The Great, leads the elves to victory 
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after victory over their hated foe and The Coronal of Cormanthor’s chosen blade-heir receives and 
draws the Rulers’ Blade without incident; Sinaht Irithyl is the third Coronal of Cormanthyr. 
 
-1400 DR Start of the Eleventh Rysar of Rystall Wood. The Coronal Faahresc Moonglaemer, the 
grandson of Aluath’aar Moonglaemer, is a rabid drow-hating warrior who leads his people on 
numerous raids in the Underdark caverns and the Twisted Tower to the south.  Many dark elf 
women and children are caught in these raids and their butchered remains hung in the trees around 
the Twisted Tower as a warning to other Dark Elves to stay away. 
 
-1354 DR Unified armies of Rystall Wood and Cormanthyr infiltrate and rout the majority of the 
drow forces around and under the lands of Rystall, Uvaeren's ruins, and the Old Skull, the granite 
crag within the hills that lie in the clearings among the three forests. However, they cannot 
penetrate the Twisted Tower, allowing many drow to escape. 
 
-800 DR Finally, (yet falsely) claiming victory over the drow of Maerimdyra, Coronal Faahresc 
Moonglaemer passes onto Arvandor satisfied that his efforts have secured lasting peace for both 
realms.  The 12th Rysar of Rystall Wood begins with the crowning of his son the warrior-mage 
Connak Moonglaemer.  
 
-750 DR Drow attacks on Cormanthyr and Rystall Wood begin again in earnest, but only as slash-and-
run raids by drow seeking magic, slaves, or destruction. The impregnable Twisted Tower expands 
twice in the next decades. 
 
-470 DR The Shadow Wars of Cormanthyr and Rystall Wood against the Twisted Tower begin. 
Fighting a series of pitched battles, cunning ambushes, Connak Moonglaemer and his army manage 
to drive the Drow south of the River Tesh and back into the Spiderhaunt Woods. Heavy losses are 
suffered by both sides, with neither force gaining a clear advantage in a war of raid and counter raid. 
 
-339 DR Year of the Sundered Webs Karsus causes the Fall of Netheril; all enclaves fall to earth and 
are destroyed; Mystryl is destroyed, but is replaced by Mystra, the new goddess of magic, who 
forever strips 10th level & greater magic from humanity. Anauria, Asram, and Hlondath (the survivor 
states) established this year. 
 
-331 DR Year of Shadows Fleeting. The elf armies of the Coronals Tannivh Irithyl of Cormanthyr and 
Connak Moonglaemer of Rystall Wood finally break the greater defenses of the Twisted Tower and 
destroy all remaining drow slavers within the tower. The Tower is left in the hands of good dark elf 
allies, and it is a great temple to Eilistraee within a century. The Soldier’s Blade is lost during this 
great battle, captured by the drow in their slaying of Lord Orym Hawksong during the fall of the 
Twisted Tower. The blade and the body of Lord Orym are taken down into the Underdark as spoils of 
war by the fleeing drow. 
 
-310 DR In gratitude for their aid in the Shadow Wars, The Coronal allows the settlement of some 
reformed, surface-acclimated drow into some remote lands of Cormanthyr to the east of 
Cormanthor. 
 
-255 DR Human refugees from the fallen realm of Jhaamdath, are led to the north-western foothills 
of the Dagger Hills by a man named Dordrien. These Jhaamdathan refugees are given permission to 
build in the former lands of Rystall Wood, as a bulwark against further Drow incursions. The humans 
build a small keep to defend their town, which takes the name of Dordrien.  
 
-205 DR A Year of Good Hunting. Lord of Sceptres Iliphar Nelnueve of House Amaratharr is granted 
rule of the colony forests of the Forest Country (Cormyr) upon his besting of Thauglorimorgorus the 
Black Doom in a dragons duel of honour.   Pre-occupied with securing the realms southern and 
eastern flanks the forces of Rystall Wood are ill-prepared when orc hordes engulf Rystall Wood 
throughout the year, the worst hordes arriving in winter. 
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- 88 DR An orc horde pours south out of the Dragonspine Mountains, laying waste to many smaller 
settlements before invading and taking the city of Tethyamar.  In a brilliant counter strike the 
dwarves and their elven allies retreat into the redoubts long abandoned by the elves, and there 
regroup and eventually rout the orcs from the city.  
 
-75 DR Year of Leather Shields Teshar is founded in the cleared lands between Rystall Wood and 
Cormanthor. 
 
-64 DR Year of Gleaming Frost. Rystall Wood falls in its 12th Rysar to giants and orcs, led by the 
Daemon Lord Belpharasst, first lord of a mysterious being known simply as The Branded King. The 
horde lays waste to the cities of Yrlaancel, Snowmantle and many smaller settlements scattered 
about the realm. The Coronal Connak Moonglaemer dies slaying the Daemon Lord, whilst leading a 
rear guard action to save the last of the kingdoms survivors who either remain in Yrlaancel or 
migrate to Cormanthyr. 
 
05 DR The city of Yrlaancel is slowly rebuilt by the survivors of the Branded Horde.  The citizens add 
an outer curtain wall at the mouth of the valley, and begin rebuilding the long abandoned watch 
towers that surround it. 
 
194 DR  Year of Coiling Smoke. The temple to Eilistraee and its good dark elves are slaughtered by a 
new infestation of drow from below; the temple is restored as the Twisted Tower military garrison. 
 
261 DR Year of Soaring Stars. Cormanthor becomes the unified city of Myth Drannor with the raising 
of the mythal. 
 
351 DR Year of the Dancing Deer. Yrlaancel grows with an influx of refugees and becomes Ondathel, 
Eldath's City of Peace. Shortly after the fall of the Netherese survivor states, a group of pacifistic 
refugees from the city of Rulvadar, fleeing goblin raiders from the south, made their way north and 
east to the desolate wastelands known today as the Tortured Lands. Amidst the mountains at the 
northern extent of the Border Forest, northwest of present-day Whitehorn, the refugees 
encountered the descendants of a culture dedicated to inner peace and tranquillity which existed 
during the time of Netheril. Together the two groups founded Ondathel, City of Peace. 
 
479 DR Year of Forests frost. Teshar falls in this year to the Rumbling Rage Giant and Goblinoid 
horde as it pours out of the Dragonspines and Thar.  The horde is eventually annihilated by the 
combined forces of Rystall Wood, Cormanthor and Tethyamar. The surviving humans re-settle in the 
areas now known as Dagger Dale and Teshendale. 
 
555 DR Year of Dances Perilous. Ondathel's High Mages and priests recreate their city once again as 
Myth Ondath upon raising a mythal. 
 
619 DR Year of Orcs fall. An orc horde pours into western Cormanthyr and the Dales, threatening to 
overrun Semberholme and the southern Dales. The ballad, "Battlestars at Tilver's Gap", tells the tale 
of the destruction of the orcs from Thunder Peaks by the combined Dalesmen militias and elven 
armies.  A follow up horde from the Dragonspines is utterly destroyed by the Selutaar Sambrath 
Snowdark and his half-elven wife, the mysterious Archmage Talyndra Calauth. 
 
632 DR Year of Burning Skies. The Ice Queen’s Winter descends on Myth Ondath starting in Eleint. 
The siege army of the Ice Queen is led by the lich Vrandak the Burnished, and the army is 
accompanied by magical winter storms that last out the year. 
 
633 DR Year of Chasms. Myth Ondath is destroyed, mythal and all, by the Ice Queen’s use of the 
Gatekeepers Crystal. 
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The Rysars of Houses Audark/Caersaelk/Moonglaemer 
 
Time of Rysar      Ruler 
 
-8800 DR  to – 8400 DR       K’elimmith Audark 
 
-8400 DR to – 7500 DR      Paduathaa’r Audark 
 
-7500 DR to -6800 DR      Yr’kyrinea Audark 
 
-6800 DR to – 6200 DR     Naevys Caersaelk 
 
-6200 DR to -5590 DR     Esyae Caersaelk 
 
-5590 DR to -4970 DR     Mhaenal Caersaelk 
 
-4970 DR to -4880 DR     Regency of Fhaor’atla Audark 
 
-4880 DR to – 4400 DR      Injros Caersaelk 
 
-4400 DR to -3400 DR      Enajharas Caersaelk 
 
-3400 DR to -2200 DR     Te’lpellar’yll Moonglaemer 
 
-2200 DR to -1400 DR     Aluath’aar Moonglaemer 
 
-1400 DR to -800 DR     Faahresc Moonglaemer 
 
-800 DR to  -64 DR    Connak Moonglaemer 
 
-64 DR to 351 DR     Ruling Council of Rystall Wood in Yrlaancel 
 
351 DR to 555 DR     Ruling Council of Rystall Wood in Ondathel 
 
555 DR to 633 DR     Ruling Council of Rystall Wood in Myth Ondath 
 
633 DR to 714 DR    Regency of Cormanthyr in Myth Drannor 
 
714 DR to 1344 DR    Council of Clan Elders of the Border Forest 
 
1344 DR to 14++ DR               King Tanseril Snowmantle of “The Lost” Green Elf 

Clans of Rystall Wood 
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The Geography and Localities of the Rystall Wood 
 

(Adapted from Elminster’s Ecologies: Cormanthor) 
 
Stretching from the White Peaks, in the north, the Dragon Spine Mountains in the East, the Gem 
River in the west, and the Teshar Mountains in the south, the Kingdom of Rystall Wood, once joined 
with and dominated the various realms of Arcorar.  Over time through disasters both magical and 
natural the Rystall Wood as we know it today became the Border Forest, an oasis of green, wedged 
between three harsh and unforgiving regions.  To the west are the merciless sands of the Anaurach, 
to the north the frigid wastes of the High Ice and the Tortured Lands, and to the east, the wind 
swept tundra of The Ride.  The boundaries of the Rystall Wood are studded with fold mountain 
ranges of varying heights that block the worst excesses of the Great Glacier, the Moon Sea, the Ride 
and Tortured Lands and the Anaurach.   The northern lands are only marginally inhabitable stretches 
of hilly grasslands and tundra.  The areas south and east of the mountains are only slightly more 
hospitable, populated my goblinoids, giants, dragons and worse. 
 
The Forest 
 
This wild, ancient and brooding forest has a menacing and angry air about it.  Filled with fey 
creatures such as centaurs, treants, hybsils, brownies, pixies, satyrs and the like, the Rystall Wood’s 
reputation as a place hostile to outsiders is well deserved.  The wood itself is divided into two 
distinct sections, the rimwood and the corewood. The rimwood serves as a 5 mile border between 
the Core Woods and the rest of the world. Because of the sandy, mineral-poor soil, the rimwood 
supports little vegetation. Blueridge and needle leaf pines, the primary species of trees, seldom 
exceed 20 feet and are spaced wide apart; you’ll look all day to find two trees whose branches touch 
each other. The pines continually drop needles that are slow to decompose, inhibiting the growth of 
other plant life. Softwood ferns, brownish in colour and as tough as shoe leather, sprout near the 
pines, but that’s about it. Clumps of wire-grass adorn a few hillsides, as do some droopy willows and 
stubby spruces. Because of the lack of vegetation, the area attracts few herbivores, which also 
accounts for the absence of meat-eaters. You might see a solitary wolf wandering about, or a 
tortoise pawing the dirt for grubs, but few animals settle permanently in the rimwood. Insects 
flourish in the rimwood.  Beetles scuttle down hillsides like an avalanche of black pebbles. 
Mosquitoes swarm in clouds so thick you can barely see the sky. Many a traveller has camped in the 
rimwood and been surrounded by fire ants and scarab beetles the size of badgers.  Flies, ants, 
termites, moths, and locusts are all common pests.  Like insects, spiders are quite common, although 
not as numerous nor as visible. Most spiders of the forest are poisonous, using their venom to 
immobilize their prey. 
 
Lizards and snakes do live in the Rim Wood, but they bury themselves deep in the pine needles and 
under the leaf litter to escape the heat or cold of the day. Almost always, a traveller stumbles upon 
them at night. Their venom is concentrated poison to help them subdue their prey. Cobras and 
spitting snakes present a very real danger to all night travellers.  
 
Core Wood: Just the thickest, most ancient woods can be considered the Core Wood. These are the 
trees at the centre of the forest stretching from the River Tesh in a thick line almost to the White 
Peaks. So dense is the central forest that it appears to flyer as a mass of solid grey- green foliage. Its 
rich soil supports hundreds of species of trees, flowers, and plants. Desert ash, oak, shadowtop, 
wierwood and purple beech trees make up much of the central forest. Chestnuts and red maples 
grow south around the banks of the River Tesh and in copses across the Vale of Teshar. Firethorns, 
spear-grass and bracken decorate groves of ever-green alders, Blaetherworts, dogwoods and she-
oaks.  
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The Lifeless Rim woods 
 
 
 
 

Desert Oaks, resembling tall thin oak trees with thick cork like bark and grey-blue leaves of tough 
fibrous substance flourish throughout the forest.  The trees tower several hundreds of feet above 
the desert floor at the western edge of the Rystall Wood.   In the dry years the trees are known to 
shed great branches, so the elves know not to camp beneath them in hot weather. 
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The most dangerous beasts within the Core Wood are dangerous yet shrewd forest lions and snow 
leopards. They are liable to stalk any large game they find, including men. These cats are master 
hunters and extremely stealthy, efficient killers.  Other beasts to be wary of include green and 
copper dragons as the most commonly found of their kind in the woods and mountains of the Rystall 
Wood. They have no enemies and so they hunt without fear. 

 
The White Peaks 
 
Among the towering White Peaks, a large number of stone and frost giants make their homes. They 
normally hunt hobgoblins, orcs, giant eagles, oryx, musk oxen, and big-horn sheep. Occasionally 
even more dangerous game takes their fancy, such as cliff-dwelling hippogriffs, giant insects, and 
those monstrous-sized mammals (including giant badgers and porcupines) that fit their stature. 
Normally, these giants dwell in groups of ten to twenty, but occasionally they gather in even greater 
numbers, for raiding and for Clan Moots and festivities. 
 
Lands Under Shadow (Formerly the Living Forest and The Forest of Starlights Reverie) 
 
For more than three millennia, the dark elves of Maerimdyra conducted a war against the elves of 
Cormanthor and Rystall Wood.   In -2600 Dr the Matron Mothers commissioned the building of the 
Twisted Tower as a base for surface operations against their hated enemies, the “Elves of Light”.  
The Dark Elves completed the tower in – 2549 DR, claiming the surrounding surface territories which 
from that time on became known to the elves of Cormanthor as “The Lands Under Shadow”.  From 
the tower they held sway over the lands that now make up Shadow Dale and the Spiderhaunt 
Woods, right up until 906 DR when they were at last driven from their surface realm by the 
encroaching human armies.   
 
Dagger Hills 
 
This is the hilly, pine covered area south-east of Dagger Falls. The most rugged stretch of terrain in 
the Dalelands, the Dagger Hills is an area of steep hills, thorn-choked ravines, and high, hidden glens. 
The Dagger Hills separate Daggerdale and Shadowdale, and many small tracks and paths lead from 
one Dale to the other through the crags and valleys.  Many monsters and predatory animals make 
this area their home. The Dagger Hills are inhabited by a thin scattering of shepherds, goatherds, 
bandits, raiding orcs or Drow, and the occasional miner or two. The Hills are a wild and dangerous 
place. 
 
Forharn (Gnomish City) 
 
Forharn is a Forest Gnome city in the White Peaks north of the Ride that encompasses a nexus point 
on the Trail of Mists, (A series gate that is a string of magical portals that connect two or more 
destinations through a series of intermediate locales).  The Trail of Mists is actually a series of fixed 
paths through the Border Ethereal. One can only step onto the Trail of Mists at certain fixed points 
across Faerûn, known as nexus points. Whilst not formally allied with the elves of Rystall Wood, the 
gnomes of Forharn, never the less feel a certain kinship and gratitude for the elves help in their 
ancestors escape from Netheril and the elves subsequent guardianship of the gnomes surface 
holdings.   Many of the gnomish families in Forharn had holdings in Myth Ondath before its fall, and 
it was through their tunnels that many of the city’s inhabitants escaped to safety before its final 
destruction.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://forgottenrealms.wikia.com/index.php?title=Dagger_Hills&action=edit&redlink=1
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Twisted Tower 
 

 
Atlas of Faerun Page 101. By Karen Wynn Fonstad 

 
Magically raised by the geomancers of Maerimdyra, the twisted tower sits atop a Dark Elf complex 
that was set up as a military base for actions against the surface elves of Rystall Wood and 
Cormanthyr.  The towers walls were nigh on impregnable resisting all of the magic hurled at them.  
The tower itself was home to over 150 troop, with three times that many operating from the 
complex of tunnels beneath it and ‘The Old Skull’.  The tower commanded the many out lying towers 
and garrisons dotted throughout the Lands Under Shadow. 
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Stormpemhauder  
 
The dark woods at the centre of the Spiderhaunt, open into a large, grassy clearing. Nestled in this 
hideout is a rag-tag collection of mud-brick huts and stone buildings. Stormpemhauder is home to 
about 125 gnomes. They have a thriving, self-contained village that is, for the most part, secure from 
the outside world. Many years ago, these gnomes lived within the trees, hiding from the travellers 
who frequented their forest. Then, acting upon the advice of Telimas Dreamweaver, they set about 
building a trading post.  
 
Crystal Caves of Tethyamar 
 
Formed in the deep ironstone and basalt caves of the Teshan Mountains, the Crystal Caverns of 
Tethyamar have for years formed a natural bolt hole and refuge for the people of the forest when 
ever dragons, giants, hordes of goblinoids or natural disasters would strike.  Located beneath the 
north-western slopes of the mountains over looking the fields of Netheril and later Hlondath, the 
elves of Rystall Wood maintained a series of watch towers and fortresses right along their western 
border.  The Crystal Caverns of Tethyamar formed part of this defensive chain, their several 
entrances and halls being closely guarded by the soldiers, spells and magical guardians of the 
Rystallan elves.   
 
In the year -149 DR shield dwarf miners discovered rich veins of adamantine and iron in the caverns 
beneath the elven redoubts.  Gaining permission from the Coronal Connak Moonglaemer, the 
dwarves of the fallen realm of Oghrann gathered their people from beneath the Stormhorn 
Mountains and established the Kingdom of Tethyamar.  This arrangement suited both parties. The 
elves had no intention of mining the mountains, and the dwarves had no intention of entering the 
forests.  Each realm guarded the other, and the mutual benefits of trade and mutual protection were 
immediately obvious.    
 
King Roryn Thorbard of the Iron House of Oghrann established the kingdom in -145 DR with the help 
of various clans.  The city constructed beneath the Teshan Mountains grew wealthy with the trade 
they did with the realms of Rystall Wood, Cormanthyr, Hlondath, Avaeraether, Asram and Anauria.  
The city fell in -88 DR to an orc horde that poured out of the Dragonspine Mountains, but was 
retaken with the help of the elves of Rystall Wood.  The city finally fell to orcs, barghests and 
demons sponsored by the powers of Zhentil Keep in the year 1104 DR  
 
Snowmantle 
 
A small village located just within the edge of the Border Forest. This settlement of less than 50 
people is populated by humans and a few elves, who live off the land and trade rare herbs and 
mushroom wine to the communities of Daggerdale and Shadowdale. Founded in the Year of the 
Wailing Wind (1000 DR) by a small group of humans and elves, on the site of the former Rystallan 
tree city of the same name, the village of Snowmantle is a quiet and peaceful community protected 
by local residents, creatures of the forest, and the hidden forces of the Lost—a group of reclusive 
and mystical elves who live deep within the Border Forest. Citizens of this forest community are 
foresters and craftspeople living comfortably quiet lives. 
 
River Tesh 
 
The wild and untamed river Tesh flows from the Teshan Mountains in the Dalelands down to the 
western edge of the Moonsea.  Its rushing waters formed the new border of Rystall Wood after the 
Spider Fires in -2439 DR. 
 

http://forgottenrealms.wikia.com/wiki/Desertsmouth_Mountains
http://forgottenrealms.wikia.com/wiki/Dalelands
http://forgottenrealms.wikia.com/wiki/Moonsea
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The Fallen Realms of Netheril showing  the southern lands of the Kingdom of Rystall Wood, including 

the Teshan Mountains, Basin Lake, The River Tesh and the Spiderhaunt Woods. 
 
 
Teshan Mountains (Desertsmouth Mountains) 
 
The Teshan Mountains are a range of mountains that run along the western border of the Kingdom 
of Rystall Wood.  The great dwarven kingdom of Tethyamar once stood in these peaks, they are now 
considered a monster-haunted wasteland that guards the Dales from the encroachment of the 
desert Anauroch. Hidden trails and forgotten outposts can be found throughout the mountains — in 
times past, the land was rich and green, and human and dwarven settlements could be found in the 
high valleys and beneath the snowy peaks. The Teshan Mountains hide many secrets. In the western 
foothills, the Lost Vale of Tarkhaldale is hidden; the dracolich Ashazstamn’s lair is located in the 
rugged peaks overlooking the Spiderhaunt Woods; and the fabulous dwarven Mines of Tethyamar 
are concealed beneath the northern most peaks. Large numbers of orcs, ogres, and goblins make 
their home in the high valleys, worse yet, dragons lair in many of the canyons and rocky spires of the 
mountains.  
 
Anathar’s Dell 
 
The Dell is the only known aboveground holding of the Bladebright dwarves, who have rich silver 
mines far below the surface here. The mine shafts are concealed by the barns of the self-supporting 
farm that fills the valley, a collective farm worked by the Blacklock and Talop human families and the 
Snowgold and Winterwood half-elven families. The rocks of the Dagger Hills are studded with 
emeralds. Mining them is an age-old, dirty, and deadly occupation of hewing out crawl-tunnels to 
reach the veins of gem-bearing ore and fighting off monsters, brigands, and competitors alike. 
 

http://forgottenrealms.wikia.com/index.php?title=Tethyamar&action=edit&redlink=1
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Oak Hill 
 
A high hill in the Border Forest north of the River Tesh, atop which sits an ancient oak. From beneath 
its gnarled and buttressed roots rises a spring of crystal clear waters.  It is said that those of pure 
heart who drink from this water will have all of their ailments cured.  This place is sacred to the 
followers of Eldath who believe that the spring was created when Eldath herself stopped here and 
wept at the violence and tragedy she saw in the world.  Eldath’s worshipers may visit the Eldath’s 
home True Grove even before their deaths through a gate atop Oak Hill. 
 
Spiderhaunt Woods (formerly - The Forest of Starlights Reverie) 
 
A forest of pines, desert oaks, maples and redwoods on the south-western edge of the Lands Under 
Shadow, the deadly Spiderhaunt Woods is very dense and rugged, and it is black as night beneath 
the forest’s canopy. The Spiderhaunt Woods are aptly named as the entire area is infested with 
several varieties of giant spiders and numbers of loathsome ettercaps. A small but dangerous Beast-
Cult is known to live within the dark confines of the forest, venerating a shadowy figure called the 
Spider Lord.  The Northride runs just south of the woods, and the Tethyamar Trail runs the whole 
eastern border of the wood. A single trail, The Arachnid Pathway, leads from the Tethyamar Trail 
into the heart of the wood. The intertwining branches above form entire networks of wooden webs, 
and splashes of light spotlight small sections of underbrush. Huge spider webs can be seen swinging 
among the trees, some more than 15 feet across.  The spiders were introduced here by the dark 
elves in -2400 DR.  They guard the ruins of the Rystallan Temple city of Tallnost, a tree city dedicated 
to the worship of Rillifane, Solonor, Sylvanus, Mielikki, Sehanine and Eldath, buried deep in the heart 
of this ancient and brooding wood.  
 
Lake Melishar (formerly Lake Dweomerdim) 
 
Lake Melishar, a lake, named after an elven ranger who roamed these woods more than a hundred 
years ago, is clear and cool. A trail winds around this vast expanse of water deep in the heart of the 
Spiderhaunt. Familiar animal tracks, including raccoon, deer, and rabbit, can be seen at the water’s 
edge. The lake is teeming with fish.  Hidden within the towering oaks and beech trees on the 
northern shore of the lake are the remains of the Rystallan tree city of Shalambyrindath.  The 
southern most hold of the former kingdom of Rystall Wood, Shalambyrindath was sacked and 
burned during -2439 DR when the dark elves unleashed the Spider Fires in the southern Rystall 
Wood 
 
Tarkhen Hills 
 
These hills make up the foothills of the Teshan Mountains that begin south of the River Tesh around 
an area known as Giant’s Craw and extend north to meet up with the Border Forest. These farmable 
hills slope gently up towards the granite walls of the Teshan Mountains. Most of the slopes of the 
Tarkhen Hills are densely covered by northern pine woods, with scattered patches of oaks and other 
deciduous trees.  
 
The Dagger Falls 
 
A sheer drop that cannot be navigated by boats or returning salmon.  Always the largest settlement 
in the Dale, Dagger Falls began as a trading post and storage site for dwarven metals being shipped 
downriver from the mines and holdings of the Kingdom of Tethyamar. All cargoes destined to go 
down the River Tesh had to be unloaded from barges above the deadly falls and reloaded onto other 
craft below. Humans and other folk wanting to trade with the dwarves took to coming to the site of 
the future Dagger Falls community once the Stout Folk had fortified the trans-shipment facilities that 
were the birthplace of the village enough to discourage raids. 
 
 

http://forgottenrealms.wikia.com/index.php?title=The_Northride&action=edit&redlink=1
http://forgottenrealms.wikia.com/index.php?title=Tethyamar_Trail&action=edit&redlink=1
http://forgottenrealms.wikia.com/index.php?title=The_Arachnid_Pathway&action=edit&redlink=1
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Basin Lake 
 
This deep lake was once a lush valley filled with wildlife until an earthquake altered the course of the 
Hale River and filled the valley. Its eastern shore formed the border between Rystall Wood and 
Netheril.  Druids of Jannath seeded the lake with different varieties of fish. The clear waters of the 
lake attracted many Netherese to the area, and it continued to be a popular locale until it was finally 
destroyed by the phaerimm’s life drain spells. 
 
Eagle’s Eyrie 
 
Eagle’s Eyrie was once an outpost of Tethyamar and watch-point of the Dwarven trade routes from 
the Teshan Mountains to the trade towns of Voonlar, Zhentil keep and Hillsfar.  The outpost was 
home to members of the Bladebright clan, distant cousins to the kings of Tethyamar.  In time human 
merchants began to set up a permanent trade moot here, and from this the walled town of Dagger 
Falls grew into what it is today. 

 
1. Cliff Trail 
2. Hidden Redoubt Entrance 
3. Inner Defensive Vault 
4. Secret Entrance 
5. The Great Vault (Home & Storage) 
6. Lookout Points 
7. The Forge & Smithy 
8. Armoury 
9. Treasury of Dumathoin 
10.  Alter to Dumathoin & Water Wheel House 
 (Extract from Doom of Daggerdale by Wolfgang Baur, 1993) 
 
The Living Wood 
 
In past centuries the area known as Shadow Dale was known to the elves as the Living Wood, home 
to all manner of Fey creatures.  After the drow of Maerimdyra completed the Twisted Tower, they 
unleashed a monster known as the Susurrus in order to drive the Fey from the area.  This monster 
killed many of the Fey Ffolk, yet eventually the Ffolk managed to trap and imprison this monster that 
had cut them off from the world of Faerie. 
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Shraevyn's Tomb 

 
Extract from “Sword of the Dales”, by Jim Butler, 1995 

 
Squatting at the edge of a pastoral valley is a huge block of ebony basalt, obviously out of place in 
this quiet setting. The surface of the stone glows and shimmers with a wispy violet radiance that 
flows over its dark shell, black chunks litter the ground nearby. Those pieces do not glow; they seem 
almost dead next to the living vibrancy of the mother stone. The trail once led down into this valley 
has long since vanished. Scrub pines and large deposits of loose, black shale are all that can be seen. 
The rock itself detects as magical, and it appears to be the recipient of a permanent faerie fire spell. 
All attempts to dispel it fail, however. For some reason, any piece of stone that is broken off loses its 
glowing properties, although the shard still detects as magical. Anyone who touches the stone feels 
only the smooth surface of the rock. 
 
Nestled into the hard rock in the cliff face at the end of the valley, is the tomb of the weapons-mage 
Shraevyn, the creator of the Sword of the Dales and many other fine blades during the glory days of 
Rystall Wood and Cormanthor. 
 
Serpentsbridge 
 
A low roar of water becomes louder as person nears the stone bridge, as the mighty Ashaba River, 
churns about 50 feet below the bridge and makes its way south. The rush of water below the bridge 
is dizzying. A weather-worn sign proclaims this to be Serpentsbridge.  As a being approaches 
however, they begin to notice that the stone is not as smooth as that of other bridges. Ridges, 
almost like the writhing bodies of thousands of snakes, line both sides of the span. This bridge was 
built by the dwarves of Tethyamar to facilitate trade with the southern realms and dales.  The 
serpentine carvings are a later addition added by the druids of Eldath who once lived nearby who 
worked in partnership with a clan of peaceful Eldath worshipping Water Nagas, making the bridge a 
shrine to their goddess. 
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Rystall’yndaar City of the Cedar Vale 
 
In ages past before the destruction wrought by The Twelve Nights of Fire in -5000 DR, the Green 
Elven city of Rystall’yndaar bestrode the banks of the River Tesh 15 miles east of where the town of 
Dagger Falls now stand.  Rivalling Teuveamanthaar in Eaerlann for the majesty of its trees and tree 
like structures, this city of some 25000 elves was completely obliterated when a fragment of 
whatever destroyed Uvaeren, landed within the bounds of Rystall’yndaar, destroying it in a blinding 
flash,that left no trace of the city and not a single survivor. 
 
Faeranholme 
 
Like Semberholme in the south, this haven was set up to cater for the very old and the very young.  
A small forest city, Faeranholme is about 1 mile across, set in a deep valley in the heart of the 
remaining Border Forest. Its location is a secret known only to the oldest Green Elf sages of 
Cormanthor, and the Lost clan of elves led by Tanseril Snowmantle.  Faeranholme sits slightly out of 
phase with the rest of the forest almost on the edge of the Fey Wild.  Its greatest secret is the 
unusually powerful mythal that covers it.  It was created as a final haven for the elves of the Rystall 
Wood, and has served its purpose admirably to this day. 
 
The Mythal of Faeranholme: 
 

 A Wrench Field covers the entire city, so that beings with extra planar powers are denied 
access to them (this includes avatars of gods), and whilst in the city feel decidedly 
uncomfortable being pulled fully into the prime material realms.  Any being attempting 
to use any of its innate powers whilst in the city will trigger a wild surge (see below) 

 The city is permanently out of phase and can only ever been seen and entered by those 
of Green Elf blood or ancestry. 

 Beings that spend more than 24 hours inside the city begin to regenerate at a rate of 
2d4 hps per day, diseases are cured in 2d4 days and all poisons are nullified in 2d4 hours.  
Sleep is always restful but elves entering reverie are driven mad (equivalent of a feeble 
mind spell) unless they save every hour they are in reverie. 

 Shape shifted beings and those capable of shape shifting are either unable to shape shift 
or are forced back into their true shape whilst in the mythals confines 

 The use of dimensional shifting, plane shifting and teleportation is forbidden (unless one 
wears are special ring or token) within the city.  Beings attempting to enter the mythal in 
this way are immediately bounced 5d20 miles in a random direction and 5d20 years into 
the future too.  Any one attempting these powers whilst in the mythal must save verse 
disintegration or be atomised on the spot.  If they save then see above. 

 Fire magics are forbidden inside buildings. (Anyone trying to cast a fire based spell is 
immediately consumed by a beltyns cold-fire strike that does 2d10+10 hp dg but only to 
that individual.)   They work out doors but any one using them is surrounded by purple 
fairy fire that lasts for 2d4 hours and cannot be dispelled, even if they leave the mythal. 

 Magical writings can be read easily at all times by any wizard, priests on the other hand 
find trying to read anything impossible even with a wish. 

 Extra-dimensional magics function perfectly and can be easily manipulated without 
harm. 

 Goblinoids, chromatic dragons, dark elven kind, giants, baatezu, tannari, yugolths are 
forbidden from entering the city.  Any attempt to do so incurs a death-bolt for the 
individual and the barrier is like a solid wall of force.  Any such creatures appearing 
through fixed gates and portals are immediately hit by a death bolt, surrounded by a 
bright orange glow, and are teleported 5d20 miles and years away from the city. 

 A permanent feather fall is in effect for any being falling more than 10’ 

 Magic items left in the mythal naturally recharge at a rate of 2d4 charges every 24 hours. 

 Wizards  don’t have to re-memorize spells they reappear in the memory every 24 hours. 
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 Wizard spells/powers over 4th level or spells/powers doing more than 100hp dg 
immediately trigger a wild surge and will likely attract one of the city’s denizens 

 The weather used to be stable and pleasant all year round and can be adjusted for 
individuals at will. It never gets below 5 degrees or above 40 for any inhabitant of the 
city. 

 
 

 

The “Eladathyn Mere” high in the northern White Peak Mountains. 
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The Rise and Fall of Myth Ondath 
 

 
 

Location of Myth Ondath “The City of Peace”  
(extract taken from ‘Volo’s Guide to all things Magical’ by Eric Boyd) 

 

“Shortly after the fall of the Netherese survivor states, a group of pacifistic refugees from 
the city of Rulvadar, fleeing goblin raiders from the south, made their way north and east 
to the desolate wastelands known today as the Tortured Lands. Amidst the mountains at 
the northern extent of the Border Forest, northwest of present-day Whitehorn, the 
refugees encountered the descendants of a culture dedicated to inner peace and 
tranquillity which existed during the time of Netheril. Together the two groups founded 
Ondathel, City of Peace.  Dedicated to Eldath, the city prospered and cared for its 
hardworking citizens. After a mere century of hard work, Ondathel was pronounced a 
shining success, and its citizens were justifiably proud of all they had wrought. Over 200 
years after the city’s founding, the wizards and priests of Ondathel erected a powerful 
mythal and the city was renamed Myth Ondath. 
 
Although dedicated to peaceful coexistence with its surroundings and neighbours (the city 
had even adopted some orphaned orc children in an attempt to raise them according to 
the way of Eldath), Myth Ondath had its fair share of enemies. In particular, explorers from 
Myth Ondath drew the ire of the Ice Queen, an incredibly powerful ice-priestess lich of 
Auril, who lived in the depths of the Great Glacier. The Ice Queen’s armies attacked the city 
numerous times, but the defenses enspelled in the mythal were too much for her spells to 
penetrate. Frustrated, the Ice Queen returned to her tower to plot her revenge. Eventually 
she discovered the existence of a powerful artefact from another plane that she believed 
held the key to overcoming the defences of Myth Ondath.  
 
The key was held by a strange sentinel of the Outlands, known only as the Gatekeeper, who 
guarded a nexus of gates to a thousand planes and spheres. The Gatekeeper battled 
anyone who sought to control the free passage of beings through the nexus with a 
crystalline artefact that was capable of sundering the most powerful wards, mythals, and 
other protective incantations. The Ice Queen stole the crystalline artefact (reputedly with 
divine aid of some sort) and returned with it to Faerûn. The following winter, she sent her 
legions against the City of Peace one last time. Led by the Ice Queen’s greatest general, the 
lich Vrandak the Burnished, her army laid siege to Myth Ondath, creating 11 long months 
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of unending winter. Desperate to destroy the city, the Ice Queen directed Vrandak to 
secretly enter the city with two parts of the Gatekeeper’s Crystal. 
 
The lich employed the two pieces he carried to render the Eldathyn priests powerless, 
stripping them of their ability to turn undead and nullifying all necromantic magic within 
a 50-mile radius of the city. Vrandak and the Ice Queen then activated the Gatekeeper’s 
Crystal, triggering a calamitous conflagration. The artefact sundered the mythal, 
completely obliterating the city, but Vrandak and most of the Ice Queen’s army vanished in 
the destruction as well. Two of the artefact .s three pieces disappeared, scattered across 
the Outer Planes, and the third was buried in the rubble of Myth Ondath. Only a scattered 
few survived the city’s destruction, including among them the forbears of the Ondonti, a 
race of pacifistic orcs.”  
 

Powers of the Eldathyn Mythal 
 
 
The Mythal of Ondathel was created to protect the inhabitants of the city from the violence of the 
world outside.  It enabled those who lived within the city to live in peace and harmony without the 
need to ever leave its bounds if they so wished. A place of water gardens, ponds, streams and 
fountains, the city itself was a place of awe inspiring beauty and quiet contemplation. 
 

 Extremes of weather were prevented whilst inside the mythal. Temperatures, wind speeds 
and precipitation were regulated into four mild seasons that guaranteed that the plants and 
animals within the mythal’s confines would thrive at all times.  The only weather or 
elemental magic that would drastically alter this state was that wielded by the priests of 
Rillifane and Eldath. 

 Any beings seeking to enter the mythal with harm or evil in their hearts would meet a 
barrier as solid as adamantine.  The mythal also prevented the entry of evil undead, giants, 
dragons, outsiders and goblinoids. 

 The mythal enhanced the rebuking powers of Eldathyn and Rillifane priests by allowing them 
to rebuke/turn undead as if they were 4 levels higher. 

 This power also enhanced the healing and defensive spells of the priests to the same degree. 

 Beings within the mythal healed at three times their normal rate, and were immune to 
poison and disease.  Beings entering the mythal with any such afflictions were immediately 
allowed a saving throw with a +4 bonus to be cured immediately.  

 The mythal had a calming effect on all animals.  This also transferred to the city’s inhabitants 
so that their reactions to each other were always shifted one place towards the positive, so 
hostile to indifferent, indifferent to cautious, cautious to friendly an so on. 

 A dimensional lock existed throughout the city, as did the use of dark necromantic, fire and 
charm magics, along with any form of scrying, telepathy or mind reading. 

 The mythal could be locked down (as in a forbiddance spell), so that only inhabitants tuned 
to the mythal could enter and leave. 

 The city itself could be cloaked in an illusion, one that made the city appear as part of the 
landscape, or as a tumbled ruin.  In an emergency the city’s heart stone could be used to 
shunt the entire city into the plane of Elysium, where it would remain until released by 
Eldath will, or Eldath’s demise. 

 A permanent feather fall/levitation effect could be called upon, as could a faerie fire and 
ghostly pipes effect. 

 Once a day an inhabitant could call upon a  create food or water effect (at 12th level). 
 

Several hidden powers of the mythal were only known by the high magi and high priests of the city. 
Each was usable up to three times per day by each leader of a chosen religious/martial or magical 
community. 
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 The first power was: 
 
BINDING CHAIN OF FATE 
Evocation 
Level: Sorcerer/wizard 8th  
Components: V, S 
Casting Time: 1 action 
Range: Close (25 ft. + 5 ft./2 levels) 
Effect: Whirling chain of force 
Duration: 1 turn/level 
Saving Throw: Will negates 
Spell Resistance: Yes 
You create a chain of force that whirls into a loop around a single creature (1 creature/3 levels) of 
your choice, making a metallic rattling sound as it does so. The chain creates an oscillating ring 
surrounding the target at a distance of 5 feet (so all squares adjacent to the target creature are 
within the chain). If the creature succeeds on its saving throw, the chain fails to encircle it and 
dissipates harmlessly. Otherwise, the chain surrounds the target, with the following effects: 
 
The target creature cannot leave the area defined by the chain. Other creatures can enter or leave 
the area (although they must succeed on a DC 15 Escape Artist check or a DC 15 Tumble check to slip 
past the chain). If the target was in midair (flying, levitating, and so on) when the chain took effect, 
the chain suspends the target in midair safely as if it had a solid floor on which to stand. 
 
The chain prevents the target from changing form, including lycanthropic form changes, vampiric 
transformations, or polymorph or similar effects. The chain acts as a dimensional anchor upon the 
target. The chain deals 2d6 points of subdual damage per round to the target until they are rendered 
stunned or unconscious. No magic functions within the chain, as if the chain defined the area of an 
anti-magic field. This means that the target cannot use any magic, and no magic from outside the 
chain affects the creature. The chain cannot be dispelled, but it is automatically destroyed by 
disintegrate, Mordenkainen’s disjunction, or a rod of cancellation.  
 

 The second power: 
 
Inviolability of the Conscious Mind 

For beings attuned to the mythal and who know the command words the mythal grants a +5 
competence bonus on saving throws against mind-affecting spells and abilities.  In addition, if you 
fail a save against a mind-affecting spell or ability, you can choose to reroll the save as an immediate 
(mental) action. This ability functions three times per day.  

 The third power invoked a geas that bound the recipient into working towards the fulfilment 
of Oacenths Vow: 

Oacenth’s Vow 

To survive as a community, and as a people, all of the tribes must unite.  That all the people of the 
sun, moon, sky, sea, tree, root and earth must work together and stand united, that all may prosper 
in long lasting peace, achieving strength through unity. 

The oath taker was magically bound to this oath through service to the city for the rest of their lives.  
As a bond it was taken by all leaders of the city.  As a punishment, it was reserved for all but the 
most heinous of crimes, and the most unrepentant offenders. 
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Myth Ondath – The City of Peace 

629 DR 
  

 

The Whispering Falls 

 
City Overview 
 
Ondathel is a city of rivers, streams, and druids' groves, and mortal creatures are incapable of 
committing acts of violence while inside the city.  The residents of the city follow the tenets of 
Eldath:  
 
“Peace is innate and cannot be taught or imposed. Seek stillness and thereby find peace. 
Plant trees and green-leafed things and tend such things when they need it, wherever they 
may be. Nurture and aid, and do not restrict or punish. Work violence only to defend, and 
slay nothing of the forest except to prevent it from slaying themselves or another under 
their protection. Swear to take no thinking life except in direst need. Share with all beings 
the beneficial things that grow in or come from running water that all may know of and 
praise Eldath.” 
 
All worshipers of Eldath and those who live within the city aid their fellows whenever possible and to 
give assistance, support, and shelter to displaced peoples everywhere. They must swear to take no 
thinking life save in direst need and to share with all beings the beneficial things that grow in or 
come from running water that all may know of and praise Eldath. 
 
Eldathyn spend their lives tending unspoiled places to ensure that they survive and even flourish in 
the face of human and other depredations. The Priests of and citizens of Ondathel replant burned 
areas, purge areas of plant diseases, construct boulder firebreaks, irrigate wooded areas, and clear 
streambeds to make rivulets flow more swiftly or create dams to slow runoff and encourage the life 
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created by small pools. They have even made bargains with nearby foresters to cut only in certain 
areas and leave other woodlands alone.  
 
The people of Ondathel hate indiscriminate and greedy woodcutters, those who use fire as a 
weapon, and avaricious millers and careless beings who foul rivers and other waters. Her citizens are 
pledged to work against such individuals by whatever means seem most prudent for long-term 
success. They rarely resort to any sort of open confrontation for as long as possible as it tends to 
bring attacks down on the city, but careful negotiation can often work wonders.  The people of 
Ondathel are famous as water-dowsers, as herbalists, gardeners, or as potion-makers 
 
The city sits at the eastern end of an 8 mile long, 3 mile wide glacial cwm amongst the western roots 
of the White Peak Mountains.  A glacial river, the Whispering Waters, flows out from beneath the 
city’s wall, filling Eldathyn Mere before it and meanders down the valley and into the foreboding 
trees of the Rystall Woods beyond.  The valley itself is dotted with farms, orchards, small lakes and 
ponds all the way up to the city’s outer curtain wall that spans the valley floor.  The city beyond rises 
up the terraced slope of Mount Eldath so that its grandest buildings over look the walls and the 
valley beyond. Ondathel’s outer wall contains the fruit and vegetable gardens, the inner grain fields, 
vineyards, orchards and the fish and poultry farms that feed the entire city all year round.  The 
boundary farms outside of the mythal provide live stock and crops for beasts of burden and food for 
trade. 
 
The inner wall is a towering edifice of polished, red ironstone and dark grey basalt blocks.  The wall 
stands 100 feet high, and 50 feet wide at its sloping base, ending at a crenulated, many towered 
battlement, 20 feet wide.  Two enormous portcullis’ block the main entrance, as do two sets of 5 
foot thick, carefully balanced, adamantine and mithral gates inlaid with the intricately interwoven 
holy symbols of Rillifane and Eldath.  The city proper rises in layers upon 5 steep terraces, clinging 
precariously to the lower slopes Eldath’s Spire.  The common labourers and trades people living 
closest to the wall make up the bulk of the population, the next level up is the market and 
merchants district, followed by the artisans district that separates the lower classes from the priests 
and nobles who make up the bulk of the population in the temples, noble estates, rulers palaces, 
villas, libraries and the observatory of the ancients of the upper most terraces and slopes of the city.   
 
The people of Ondathel are possessed of unknown depths of character and unexpressed resolve that 
cannot be broken. They meet challenges by strategically withdrawing; a course of action that in time 
always leads opponents to overextend into untenable positions from which they must withdraw or 
be destroyed.  
 
Statues of Eldath in the city take the form of  tall, thin, yet graceful and beautiful translucent female 
humans, nereids, and aquatic elves; they can be seen through at all times. Their feet are bare, their 
hair looks like spun glass or flowing ice arid is colourless like water, and their eyes are deep green. 
Statues of Eldath are draped in green silken garments that flow slinkily around her, yet the sight of 
her soothes lustful thoughts rather than arousing them. She radiates stillness and peace. 
 
Who Rules:  The Council of Elders who head all of the major churches, guilds, merchant houses, 
noble houses and elf clans.  
 
Who Really Rules:  The High Priestesses and Druids of Eldath along side the Green Elf Scions of the 
Moonglaemer, Audark, and Strongbow, Snowgold, Snowmantle and Winterwood clans. The 
governing Conclave of Ondathel is composed of one representative from each of the orders of  
Priesthoods of the church of Eldath and the ruling Green Elf Noble Houses of Rystall Wood. The 
power of choosing Conclave representatives is vested with the individual houses and the Church of 
Eldath and need not be the same person for every Conclave meeting. Usually the highest ranking 
priest or noble attends. The Conclave meets twice per month, the location of its meetings rotating 
among the member’s temples, groves or houses. 
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Population: 41500 in winter  (50000+ in summer with the influx of farmers and traders from across 
the Moonseas northern cities and realms) 30% Human, 30% Green and Moon Elf, 10% Ondonti, 10% 
Mountain Dwarf, 5% Halfling (Stout & Longfellow), 5% Forest Gnome, 5% Half Elf, 5% Others. 
 
Major Products: Timber products, leather products, refined metals and jewellery, agricultural 
products and produce, books, potions and scrolls, forest guides and trackers, animal handlers; 
caravan and wagon masters, caravan wagons, saddles, and all attendant caravan businesses, 
mushrooms, wines & fine ales, song birds, water features. 
 
Armed Forces:  The city itself has little need for an active police force due to the restrictions placed 
upon citizens by their own beliefs and those of the mythal, but forever the pragmatists the city 
maintains a standing army of priests, monks and warriors who all serve the temples and monasteries 
in and around the city.  A force of 500 warrior/monk/priests can be raised to defend the city, and 
almost every one who can wield a staff, spear, sword, bow, axe or mace can be called upon to 
defend their fellow citizens from harm.   The city watch, such as it is, is made up of 24 Eldathyn 
priests who handle any troubles through negotiation and mediation.  They prefer a non-violent 
approach, but are not beyond using non-lethal means to maintain peace with in the city. No one 
may do harm or take the life of another sentient being except in self defence, or in the defence of 
another sentient creature. The Council maintains constant patrols of 8-12 warriors (2nd level and up) 
against intruders for up to a 30-mile radius about the valley. They do not prevent animals or their 
allies (centaurs, hybsils, satyrs, dryads, etc.) from approaching the valley, but other intruders are 
noted, tracked and confronted long before they get within site of the city walls. 
 
Notable Mages: 
 
Petuliar Snowmantle (CG GrEf Div 15/Pr23 of Eldath); City Spokes Person, is an abrupt and forthright 
woman, whose refreshingly unbiased  views about anyone’s race, creed, sex, or monetary worth are 
what keep her in her position as spokesperson for the city.  Her long, dark blue black hair is often 
kept in an ornate coiffure in keeping with her regal yet tranquil bearing.  As spokesperson for 
Ondathel it is Petuliar’s role to entertain visiting dignitaries and nobles from other cities and realms. 
 
Vrarxxmanthar “The Seer”, (N GrEm W19), is a crotchety old mage of some powers who likes to 
dabble in fortune telling, he does this with uncanny accuracy. What’s not widely known is that 
Vrarxx is a nephew of Abaratt “The Sage” who disappeared many years ago.  
 
Tersius Foxwinter (N MEm W14): An exile from Myth Drannor, Tersius was chased out by gold elves 
from House Durothil for attempting to become baelnorns without the Coronals blessing.  He 
continues to work towards this goal whilst supplementing his meagre income by teaching the white 
necromantic arts at the Moondark School. 
 
Apalania Daharth (LG hef Div18),  a book seller  and owner of the Elegant Page She is a diviner and a 
successful business woman, often meeting the needs of her customers long before they know what 
they are looking for... 
 
Elisa Moonglaemer(LG GEf Div18), works as a barmaid in the Adamantine Maiden Tavern.  
 
Belissordan Craulnober  (N MEm W16), a wizard for hire who teaches at the Moondark School, 
teaching magelings the finer arts of battle magics. 
 
Dynel Snowgold  (NG hem W23/F4), an officer in the Ruling Council’s Cavalry that patrols the 
outlands and borders of the Rystall Wood. 
 
Sillithiss Wintercloak. (CG hef W16), a purveyor of fine gems, gold jewellery, perfumes, and silks she 
buys from passing caravans. 
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Notable Clergy and Churches: 
 
The Temple of Peace and Tranquillity 
 
Petuliar Snowmantle (CG GEf Div 15/Pr23 of Eldath; 500 priests and 23500 followers. Located in the 
heart of the gardens of the same name,  The Temple of Peace and Tranquillity is enclosed in a many 
pillared enclosure surrounded by a wooded contemplation garden of carefully-pruned trees, bowers, 
fountains, ponds, streams and glades. At the centre of the complex can be found the main 
residential, refectory, library, contemplation and hospital buildings of the temple. White marble 
cloisters open into vaulted corridors linking austere halls and high ceilinged atriums rooms. Each 
such corridor is lined with the apartments of priests or accommodations for visitors.  These are kept 
warm and hospitable by magic during the winter months and festooned with fruiting plants and 
flowers to encourage birds and other woodland creatures to visit.  
 
The priests and lay worshippers at the temple are dedicated to fertility, good farming, and growing 
many fruits and vegetables amongst the many ponds and streams. These are then preserved and 
distributed to the poor and needy at any time as their needs arise. 
 
There are groves to Silvanus, and Rillifane, and temples to Dumathoin, Garl Glittergold, Arvoreen, 
Chauntea, Sehanine, Labelas, Solonor, and Selune, with shrines to Tempus, Tyr, Illmater, Tyche and 
Mystral, and most of the other deities of nature and peace. 
 
Notable Rogues and Thieves Guilds: 
 
The Forest cloaks, a secretive and widespread organization of nondescript low-level scouts, rangers 
and bards who are controlled by the Ruling Conclave for the purpose of scouting out trouble and 
aiding those in need whilst maintaining their secret identities as servants of the realm. 
 
The Runners Guild of Ondathel is a recognized and approved guild of scouts, messengers, 
entertainers, negotiators, and acquisition agents operating under the watchful gaze of the Ruling 
Conclave. 
 
The Blue Blades are an independent group who steal only from visitors to the city and channel 
excess wealth to the poorest citizens of Ondathel.  They are known for tweaking the collective noses 
of over zealous officials and of executing the daring escapes of unjustly imprisoned citizens.   They 
number some 80 thieves, smugglers, rangers and priests (Lvl 4’s through Lvl 9’s, with a few low-level 
wizards and priests of Eldath and Solonor). 
 
Adventurers Quarters: 
 
Ondathan inns tend to be quiet places where hard-working folk and welcome visitors can get a good 
sleep; noisy carousers are expected to go to a tavern at any time of the day, if they wish to revel.  
There are others, which often open  small shops  as a side line open most hours of the day and night 
all over the city.  Those that welcome adventurers include: Bright Bards Festhall (Noisy/Expensive), 
The Blue Rose Tavern (Cheap & Cheerful), The White Wyrm Inn (Modestly Priced & Excellent 
Service), The Skald & Jongluer Festhall (A music buffs delight – only open after dark), The Flattened 
Rake Tavern (Boisterous and deserving of a visit if you like a wild party), The Merchant Prince 
Tavern (As the name suggests, a place where merchants come to relax and do business, stately, very 
expensive and private) 
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Important Characters:   
 
Arsalgor the Silken Sage Most Learned of the Royal Court (NG hm Pr1 Oghma, S: elvish history, 
genealogy, and law of Cormanthor). 
 
Gilliam Winterwood (CG hem Mg5/F3), vintner/merchant; partner in the Drayton Wines Coster. 
 
Hellanissa Avdill (LN hf F4), merchant: deals in lace, lingerie, costume jewellery, sashes and finery. 
 
Maerun Stoutbold (CG ½ m F8), teamster/merchant; Wagons bought, sold, outfitted, rented, and 
repaired. No job too big, no job too small. 
 
Picklewood Hogworthy (CG Gm R9), a local spider trapper who roams the countryside with eight 
Gnomish rangers of Mielikki. They bring back giant spiders and the silk they weave and scout the 
forest and mountains for orcs and other evils to drive away 
 
Moncrief Moonglaemer (CG GEm Rg16), a local horse breeder and rancher, his fine mounts are 
bought as far away as Cormyr and Sembia for stud purposes, personal use, and racing. 
 
Fhaor’attha Durothil (CN GEf T19), a well-known cosmetics merchant, flirt and gambler, armed with 
non-lethal poisoned needle-blades concealed all over her daring clothing. 
 
Goldsworthy Bladebright (LG Dwm F14); Bridges built, barns raised, fences and stockades erected. 
 
Tocomma Argonat (LN hm R15), who mounts regular independent expeditions to scout out potential 
trouble makers and leaders amongst the regions giants, goblin kin, and other monsters. 
 
Thallista Trunost (NG hf F24), a rich and experienced tutor of warriors and Master of Arms for the 
city militia. 
 
Soledad Durnista  (CG hf), an swarthy skinned Amnian who is famed instruments crafter whose lute, 
harps, flutes and mandolins are well known for their rich sounds and the exotic gem and metal and 
wooden inlays .  
 
Fillidass Bladebright (LG dm F14), a skilled stonecutter and sculpture from Tethyamar. 
 
Gilgamitsu Tobandon (NG Gnm Mg 10); Proprietor of the Writers Mark of specializing in scribes 
supplies minor magical items, spell components, gems, and artwork. 
 
Aliassra Mistwinter (CG hef B10), an infamous singer/dancer, who in reality is a spy for the Ruling 
Conclave. 
 
Orphius Glargulg (LN Od m), a master smith whose bracelets and belt-daggers, long swords, 
scimitars, sabres  and main-gauche. Also an expert maker of farming equipment and plough shears. 
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Important Features: 
 
The Gardens of Peace and Tranquillity:  
 
 Is the most revered place of the goddess Eldath in the city. A former Elven water garden built high 
on the top terrace of Mount Ondath.  From its bubbling central pool the Whispering Waters 
cascades, meanders and flow westwards down the valley to the Forest and Desert beyond. 
 
Watch Towers 
 
A number of ancient watch towers appear at various points in the mountains and along the walls of 
the city.  Each watch tower is a cylindrical tower 8 stories high, made of carefully interlaced granite 
blocks, impregnated with powerful warding walls spells making them immune to 
clairaudience/clairvoyance, disintegrate, dispel magic, locate object, passwall, scrying, dimension 
door, and teleport.  Within the walls are barracks for a company of green elf soldiers, an eyrie for 2 
to 4 eagle riders, quarters for battle mages, and a chapel for priests.  Each tower has 1-3 priests 
whose job it is to provide medical, nutritional and religious support to the troops.  Each tower has its 
own well, or a decanter of endless water set into the lowest sub-basement of the tower. 
 
The Woods of a Silent Age 
 
The Woods of a Silent Age is a simple clearing amongst the trees of a grove of Wierwood and 
Shadowtop trees. The Temple to Silvanus is marked by a magnificent henge of blue granite stones.   
Within the ring are three buildings of note. The largest building is the stone building where the 
Hierophant of the Woods of a Silent Age lives; it has living quarters for the druid and a small staff 
and a large meeting hall often used for Conclave meetings. Smaller wooden buildings are the library, 
seed bank, and a small seminary for training students.  
 
The Butchers Bill 
 
The Butchers Bill is an exceptional smithy run by Oldam Tarynstone, a taciturn priest of Dumathoin 
who long ago turned his back on violence and war.  His works show great craftsmanship and are 
often bought by priests and mages for later enchantment.  His prices are high, but they are worth 
the extended time and expense. 
 
Trees of the Night Lark’s Song 
 
The Trees of the Night Lark’s Song is a grove of gigantic desert oaks, carved, grown and shaped into 
this temple and residence for the faithful of Rillifane.  Within its centre is a walled courtyard with an 
elaborate water garden filled with white, blue, and black stone fountains of various woodland 
creatures. 
 
The Spur 
 
Built atop high hills 30 miles west of Ondathel, this old Elven citadel blocks the passage leading to 
Mount Ondath. Built during the height of Yrlaancel's dominance over the Rystall Wood it was the 
first line of defence of the city. 
Moon Maids Citadel 
 
The original palace of the Audark Coronals the Moon Maids Citadel was always a royal residence, 
and its outbuildings have served as residences for the administrators and officials of the realm. Lush 
water gardens, fountains ponds and streams surround the walled citadel. 
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Key to Myth Ondath 629 DR
1. Old Yrlaancel Council Hall (Meeting 
Place of Ruling Counsellors) 
2. Moon Maids Citadel (Original Keep 
built during Yrlaancels Founding, now 
heart of Mythal) 
3. The Windless Plaza 
4. Bright Bards Festhall 
5. The Blue Rose Tavern  
6. The White Wyrm Inn 
7. The Skald & Jongluer Festhall 
8. Callista’s Fair (Open Market) 
9. Moondark Spire (High Magi Circle & 
School) 
10. The Water Palace Gardens 
11. The Gardens of Maidens 
Contemplation 
12. Yrdaatha (High Mage Circle & School) 
13. Green Archers Redoubt (Solonor’s 

Temple) Nestled in the trees above some of 
the city’s lower buildings, 50 feet above the 
ground. 

14. Trees of the Night Lark’s Song 
(Rillifanes Grove) 
15. Woods of a Silent Age (Silvanus 
Grove) 
16. The Unicorn Gardens (Mielikki) 
17. The Broken Beakers (alchemical 
suppliers & Gnomish gadgets) 
18. The Furnace (Smithy) 
19. The Butchers Bill (Arms & 
Armour/General Blacksmith) 
20. The Writers Mark (Scribes supplies & 
copying/messenger service) 
21. The Elegant page (Books & other 
information storage devices both magical 
& mundane) 
22. The Halls of Learning (Temple to 
Oghma) 
23. The Winter Gardens 
24. Seldurk’s Livery & Hostlers 
25. The Hanging Gardens of Eldath 
26. Kyatar Plaza (Open Statue Filled Plaza) 
27. Mid-Summers Night (Festhall/Tavern) 
28. The Adamantine Maiden (Tavern) 
29. The Lubyanka Play House 
30. The Ropers Rill (Inn) 
31. Shrine of Millil 
32. The Flattened Rake (Tavern) 
33. Bellsong Hall (Mage Guild) 

34. The Sirens Lament Instrument Makers 
35. Kingskeep (Old Palace of the Coronal 
of Yrlaancel) 
36. The Singing Gate (Gate sings as people 
enter, allies get angelic chorals, enemies 
get discordant jangles) 
37. The Water Gate (The River passes by 
it) 
38. The High Gate (Exist the city via the 
high mountain gate) 
39. The Singing Moon (Temple to 
Sehanine & Selune) 
40. Scholars Crypt (Tomb of the Founding 
Father Onthallass of Hlondath) 
41. Grand View Park Public (Park for 
outdoor concerts and performances) 
42. Long Drops Delights (Fine foods, rare 
wears & clothing from across the realms) 
43. Prospect Hall (Guild of Miners & 
Prospectors) 
44. The Red Merchant (Guild Hall) 
45. White Wolf Wagons & Coaches 
46. High Ice Expeditions & Tours (Rangers 
& Wilderness Guides for tours and 
expeditions into the High Ice & Great 
Glacier) 
47. Miners Rights & Claims (Mine 
Owners, Claims and Patents also issues 
license & prospecting fees & taxes) 
48. Far Seer Trackers & Guides 
49. The Gardens of Peace and Tranquillity 
(Grove and Temple to Eldath) 
50. The Combined Temples Hospital 
51. The Templars Rest (City Watch and 
Barracks for the small standing army of 
duty warriors, monks and priests) 
52. Red Larch Monastery 
The monastic order of Eldath is the 
Disciples of the Yielding Way, sometimes 
known as the Brothers and Sisters of the 
Open Palm. These monks guard sacred 
sites where many peacemen and 
peacewomen dwell and travel the 
countryside gathering information for 
isolated groves and fastnesses. They do 
not ever seek to provoke violence, but are 
quite deceptively deadly when defending 
themselves, their charges, and their holy 
sites. 
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53. Myrmidons Rest (Mercenary Guild 
Hall & Hospice for injured warriors) 
54. Corellons Grove (Home of Green Elf 
Eagle Riders & Couriers)  
55. The Lake of Sighing Zephyrs  
56. Mothers Arms (Temple to Chauntea) 
57. The Merchant Prince (Tavern) 
58. Kingsgate 
59. Eldathyn Mere 
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Notables of Myth Ondath & the Rystall Woods. 
 

Ondonti (extract from Ruins of Zhentil Keep) 

CLIMATE/TERRAIN: Any land 
FREQUENCY: Rare 
ORGANIZATION: Tribe 
ACTIVITY CYCLE: any 
DIET: omnivore 
INTELLIGENCE: average (8-10) 
TREASURE: nil 
ALIGNMENT: Lawful Good ( 
NO. APPEARING: 10 – 60+ 
ARMOR CLASS: 10 (or better) 
MOVEMENT: 12 
HIT DICE: 1 (see below) 
THAC0: 19 
NO. OF ATTACKS: 1 (or more) 
DAMAGE/ATTACK: by weapon 
SPECIAL ATTACKS: nil 
SPECIAL DEFENSES: bark skin, immune to charm, +1 to saves vs poison, priest spells 
MAGIC RESISTANCE: nil 
SIZE: 6’ tall 
MORALE: average (8-10) 
XP VALUE: 
Cleric, 1st 120 
Cleric, 2nd 270 
Cleric, 3rd 420 
Cleric, 4th 650 
Cleric, 5th 975 
Cleric, 6th 1400 
Cleric, 7th 2000 
 
North of The Ride, in a secluded part of the Tortured Lands, dwells a race known as the Ondonti, a close cousin of the 
orc. This race lives as peaceful farmers and gatherers, taking only what they need from the land to survive. In outward 
appearances, Ondonti resemble orcs. Scattered tribes of Ondonti lived peaceful lives until a scouting party from Zhentil 
Keep stumbled across them in 1340 DR. Because Ondonti live by a peaceful and collaborative philosophy, they were not 
prepared for treachery, and shortly after the initial meeting between Zhents and Ondonti, the majority of the Ondonti 
population, with the exception of one isolated tribe, was betrayed by the Zhents and kidnapped into slavery. Very few 
Ondonti have since then escaped further raids. The greedy lords of Zhentil Keep view Ondonti as superior slaves 
because their strength and nonviolent attitude make them superbly suited to lightly supervised manual labour. 
 
Combat: Traditional Ondonti culture is peaceful and contemplative. Most would sooner die than take another sentient 
creature’s life, and they kill other creatures only as needed for food (or if the creatures are deemed insane or incurably 
diseased). However, the Zhentarim have brought up several young Ondonti in an orcish environment, training 
them to be skilled killers (alignment LN to LE). These Ondonti are still not as violent or abusive as orcs, but a few 
generations of violently indoctrinated Ondonti could bring into being a deadly race of humanoids under the influence of 
the Zhentarim. All Ondonti can use the following spell-like abilities: sanctuary (on themselves) three times a day, 
barkskin once a day, purify food & drink three times a day, and tree once a week. Ondonti also gain a + 1 bonus to their 
saving throws vs. poison and are immune to charm -type spells and spell-like abilities. 
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Adult Ondonti (male and female) have Strength scores ranging from 17 to 19 and Constitution scores from 16 to 18. 
Ondonti trained by the Zhentilar usually fight with either a bastard or two-handed sword, and can easily fight with 
either weapon, and a shield. They dislike metal armour and don leather or studded leather when not using their natural 
barkskin ability. Since the first group of Ondonti warriors is still learning its craft, it is uncertain how far they will 
progress as fighters. Especially wise Ondonti can become clerics of up to 7th level. Spells memorized by Ondonti clerics 
are almost always curative and defensive in nature, as harmful spells are taboo. Priest Ondonti have a minimum 
Wisdom of 16. 
 
Habitat/Society: Ondonti revere Eldath, the Goddess of Peace and Quiet Places, and their culture attempts to embody 
the pacifist teachings of Eldath. Ondonti oral history recounts that the Founders brought 30 young Ondonti to the lands 
they still consider theirs long ago, and laid down the teachings that provide the foundations of Ondonti society in a cycle 
of tales called Tarek-Passar (the Way of Peace). One sage has theorized that the original Ondonti were in fact infant orc 
orphans, brought from their lands and taught by a reclusive group of priests of Eldath. Ondonti are nearly the opposite 
of orcs: peaceful, kind, and dependable. To the Ondonti, peace, harmony with one’s environment, and a 
full family life are what is important in life. Ondonti priests are revered and their guidance is followed because of their 
majestic wisdom and close relationship to Eldath. Fourteen of the 15 Ondonti tribes have been captured by raiding 
Zhentilar and taken to the Citadel of the Raven for use as slave labour and as breeding stock for an army of superior 
humanoids. The remaining Ondonti tribe lives in extreme seclusion, employing the spells of several Ondonti clerics to 
hide its members from further enslavement. It is rumoured that a extra planar servant sent by Eldath herself guards 
over her remaining children, while another seeks to free those who have been wrongly seized from their homeland.  
Many Ondonti are now becoming monks with the influx of refugees from Shou-Lung. They see the “Way of the Open 
Hands”, as the key to their freedom and redemption.  Many have also become mystics with strange, other worldly 
powers, and not a few have become renowned druids and nature sorcerers of breath taking ability. 
 
Ecology: Ondonti reproduce at the same rate as orcs, but have attained a longer lifespan than orcs (60 years) as a result 
of internal cultural harmony and applied curative priestly magic. The mortality rate of infant Ondonti is nearly 
nonexistent, due to close monitoring of pregnant Ondonti and infants by the priesthood. 
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IYRACLEA the Ice Queen (Chosen Disciple of Auril) : The Doom of Myth Ondath 
 
Race: Human (?)   AL: NE 
Sex: Female   AC: varies (-13/33)  
Ht: 5’ 7”   Class: High Priestess 
Wt: 145 lb   Level: 25 
Hair:  Ice Blue   HP: 140 
Eyes: Ice Blue   Kit: Chosen Disciple 
Skin: Ice White  MR 25% 
Age: 1000+    Goddess: Auril 
 
Str 12    Con 16 
Int 18    Dex 12 
Wis 22    Chr  21 

 
http://smalldog.files.wordpress.com/2009/04/ice.jpg  (a portrait I would use for the Ice Queen) 
Languages: Tongues (permanent ability), Telepathy 60’ with servitors of Auril, and NE outsiders, such as Yugoloth.   
Powers:  Imbue with spell ability (at will), +2 to spell casting power levels, cone of cold (2/day), ice storm (3/day), 
Protection from good (at will), Frost Fingers, Frost Whip, Ice Blade, Summon Greater Para-Elemental of at least 20HD (all 
3 /day) 
Immunities: Immune to cold (including dragon breath), ½ damage from electricity and fire, immune to the charms of 
Frostfell creatures.  Wisdom 22 immunities,  
 
Possessions:  +4 Staff of Frost (45chg) – wall of ice power disabled, +3 Battle Axe (Frost Brand),  
+3 Everbright Full Platemail of Fire Resistance, Daerns Instant Ice Fortress, +5 Large Steel Shield of Gaze Reflection, +2 
Customised Shortbow, 50 +5 arrows (db dg vs fire user/dwellers), Rings: Evasion, Free Action, Spell Turning, Flight, Rods 
of Flame Extinguishing & Absorption,  +3 Cloak of Protection, periapt of wisdom (+3/+6), circlet of blasting, 
 
“The Crystal Spear of Auril’s Tears” a +5 mithral spear of hurling and wounding, topped with a frozen and incredibly 
sharp tear of Auril. Once per ten day the wielder may commune with Auril (it had better be important), and once per 
day they may invoke a 25d6 frost storm (see fire storm) or the Epic Spell ‘Ice Fist’ upon any target already impaled by 
the spear. 
 
The self styled Queen of the Great Glacier, Iyraclea lives in a castle of sculpted ice in the northern reaches of the Great 
Glacier.   She is served by gelugons called the Claws of Iyraclea and a host of Yugoloth whose main allegiance is to Auril 
and themselves.  To keep herself young, Iyraclea has to every 20 years or so, has to kidnap a strong and healthy wizard 
or priest. She imprisons them in blocks of elemental ice within the deeper catacombs of her icy castle, in suspended 
animation, slowly drawing their life force from them to maintain her cold, inhuman beauty and the reach of the Great 
Glacier itself, her gift to her patron, the Ice Maiden – Auril. 
 
Aurillian Spells available to Iyraclea: 
 
1st Level 
 
Frost Fingers (Evocation) 
Sphere: Combat, Weather 
Range: 0 
Components: V, S 
Duration: Instantaneous 
Casting Time: 3 
Area of Effect: The caster 
Saving Throw: ½ 
 
Frost fingers is a cold form of the burning hands 1st-level wizard spell. When cast, it causes freezing cold and shards of 
ice to blast from the caster’s fingertips to a distance of 3 feet in a 120-degree arc in front of the caster. Any creature in 
this area suffers 1d3 points of damage plus 2 points for every level of the spell caster, to a maximum of 1d3+20 points of 

 

http://smalldog.files.wordpress.com/2009/04/ice.jpg
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cold damage. Those who make a successful saving throw vs. spell receive half damage. Liquids engulfed by the cold 
freeze unless an item saving throw vs. cold is successful. 
 
Snow Boots (Alteration) 
Level: 1 
Sphere: Elemental Water 
Range: Touch 
Components: VS 
Duration: 1 round/level 
Casting Time: 4 
Area of Effect: The caster or one touched 
Saving Throw: None 
 
This spell creates heavy but amorphous fields of air around the lowest pair of extremities of either the caster or one 
touched spell recipient (who must be willing or the spell fails). Their shapelessness means that these fields do not 
hamper movement overmuch (no Dexterity penalties), but their density does slow movement rates by 1 point. 
The magic allows creatures who would normally break through a crust of snow or ice to glide atop it by spreading out 
their weight. It also absolutely prevents their falling over due to an external thrusting force or attack, though they can 
deliberately launch themselves into a dive or fall. The prohibition on falling works only on upright bipeds of 9 feet or less 
in height and who have at least two walking limbs (legs). The magic does not permit water walking on open water, but 
does slow sinking in water from a plunge into a round-long settling (allowing an alert victim to hurl at least one item 
from his person, or to make one grab at any nearby anchor point). Snow boots last until the spell expires (if cast on 
another creature) or earlier if the caster desires (if operating on the caster himself). Once brought into being, snow 
boots cannot be transferred from one being to another. 
 
2nd Level 
 
Frost Breath (Invocation/Evocation) 
Level: 2 
Sphere: Elemental water 
Range: 0 
Components: VSM 
Duration: Instantaneous 
Casting Time: 5 
Area of Effect: A cylindrical beam 5 feet in diameter and 20 feet long 
Saving Throw: see text 
 
This spell is cast by a priest breathing onto three drops of water (or fragments of ice) held in his cupped palm. It brings 
into being a straight beam moving away from the caster’s chest (in the direction the caster is facing) to the limits of spell 
range. The first creature to come into contact with that beam suffers 2d4+2 points of cold damage, and must save vs. 
spell or be chilled and forced to shudder for the rest of the round (delaying any attacks by the target creature not yet 
launched until the next round). Additional creatures struck by the beam suffer 1d4 points of cold damage (half that if 
they successfully save vs. spell). 
 
Frost Whip (Alteration, Evocation) 
Sphere: Combat, Weather 
Range: 0 
Components: V, S 
Duration: 1 round/level 
Casting Time: 5 
Area of Effect: Flexible 6-foot-long beam 4 inches in diameter 
Saving Throw: ½ 
This spell creates a beam of frost stretching from the caster's hand. With a one-round delay, it can be shifted to any 
other body extremity; this ability is normally used only when the caster is climbing, dangling down from a ledge, 
or pinned under foes. The beam lasts until the spell expires, the caster wills the magic to end, or the priest undertakes 
the casting of another spell. A frost whip is commonly swung about to lash foes. It can pass through them like a force, 
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rather than a real whip, so that if the caster faces several opponents, it can be swung in an arc through all of them. If 
held in front of the body or across an opening, it can sometimes be made unavoidable so that foes must take damage 
from it, but it otherwise attacks once per round at the caster’s normal THAC0 for 4d4 points of damage. A successful 
saving throw vs. spell reduces the damage by half. A gently applied frost whip can also freeze windows shut, stop pipes, 
freeze water, ruin fruits and vegetables, and render items fragile or surfaces slippery. 
 
3rd Level 
 
Ice Spikes (Alteration) 
Level: 3 
Sphere: Elemental water 
Range: 0 
Components: VSM 
Duration: 1rd/lvl 
Casting Time: 6 
Area of Effect: Casters fist 
Saving Throw: None 
 
This spell brings into being a ball of rock-hard ice around one of the caster’s fists, a ball that bristles with spikes, 
resembling an exaggerated replica of the head of a mace. The magic of the spell protects the fist from all damage while 
the spell lasts (it can be ended at any time by the silent will of the caster). It improves the caster’s THAC0 (for smiting 
blows with the fist only) by 2 points. A blow from an ice spikes fist does 1d4+4 points of damage, and the fist is 
considered a +2 magical weapon for purposes of determining what it can hit. Note that the spell effect precludes most 
spell casting and the performance of many other activities (such as climbing at the usual rate, casting additional spells, 
tying knots, and so on). 
 
If the caster willingly sacrifices some of his or her own hit points, “feeding” a blow, the damage done by an attack with 
the ice spikes fist can be augmented on a 1-for-1 basis. For example, if 4 hit points are “fed” and lost by the caster, the 
blow they empower inflicts 1d4+8 points of damage. Such caster hit point losses can be regained by normal rest or 
through healing magic, and no loss occurs if an attack misses. (They are not automatically poured into the next blow of 
the fist, the caster decides separately about the “feeding” of each fist attack.) Whenever a “fed” fist attack (regardless 
of how many points have been used to empower it) strikes a natural or magical mass or wall of ice, the caster of the ice 
spikes must make two saving throws vs. spell. If both succeed, the mass of ice shatters and collapses. If only one roll is 
successful, the struck ice is marred enough to form a handhold, but takes no additional damage. If both throws fail, the 
target ice is entirely unaffected. The material component of an ice spikes spell is an icicle or sliver of ice of any size and 
origin. 
 
4th Level 
 
Ice Blade (Alteration, Evocation) 
Sphere: Combat, Weather 
Range: 0 
Components: V, S, M 
Duration: 1 round/level 
Casting Time: 4 
Area of Effect: 4-foot-long, 4-inch-wide field of force 
Saving Throw: None 
 
This spell creates a swirling sword-shaped formation of jagged, fast swirling ice shards extending from the caster’s hand. 
Weightless and non-metallic, it is considered a +2 enchanted weapon for purposes of determining what it can hit and 
strikes at THAC0 6, regardless of the caster’s normal combat abilities. An ice blade can pass through (be swept across) 
parrying weapons and obstacles such as trees without being stopped by them. It touch lacerates for 3d4 points of 
damage and chills for an additional 1d6 points of damage. The material component for this spell is a shard of ice, glass, 
or crystal. 
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5th Level 
 
Cold Hand (Alteration) 
Level: 5 
Sphere: Combat/Elemental water 
Range: Touch 
Components: VS 
Duration: Instantaneous 
Casting Time: 8 
Area of Effect: One touched creature 
Saving Throw: None 
 
Despite its name, this spell works through the entire body of the caster, not just a hand. The caster is unaffected by this 
magic (and can even undertake other spell casting or activities for an indefinite period of time without disturbing the 
cast-and waiting cold hand magic), but the first being he touches suffers its effects. A successful attack roll is required in 
most situations, although this spell is sometimes used in rituals to harm a willing devotee of Auril, as a sign of the “cold 
favour of the goddess.” A cold hand touch deals 1 point of damage to any touched target, plus 1 point per level of its 
caster to a maximum of 21 points of damage. No saving throw is allowed against the magic, but natural or magical 
resistance to cold on the part of the target can reduce damage by as much as half (and in some exceptional cases to 
nothing). 
 
Snow Snake (Alteration, Invocation/Evocation) 
Level: 5 
Sphere: Combat/ Elemental water 
Range: 30 yards 
Components: VSM 
Duration: 1 round 
Casting Time: 1 round 
Area of Effect: A hemisphere 20 feet in diameter 
Saving Throw: special 
 
This spell can only be cast to affect an area where there is an amount of snow of at least twice the caster’s body volume. 
It causes the snow to rise up in a serpentine mass and strike at targets in an area of the caster’s choosing. As the magic 
affects only snow, it can also be used to uncover buried items lost in the snow (which will be left behind by the moving 
snow) or lying on the ground beneath. A snow snake can also be ridden by its caster in a “wave” movement that carries 
a priest (only) a maximum of 20 feet upward and 50 feet horizontally. Its most popular use, however, is as an attack 
spell. It smashes down in a dome-shaped area 20 feet in diameter, extinguishing any fires present in that zone and 
crushing for 6d4 points of damage. If a snow snake extinguishes any fires when striking, all creatures in the hemisphere 
suffer an additional 1d4 points of harm from a flurry of scalding steam. Creatures in the hemisphere of effect are 
encumbered by deep snow and are slowed to half movement rate for as long as they remain in the affected area. (If 
they choose to leave the hemisphere directly, their movement is slowed only for the round after the strike of the snow 
snake.) 
 
All creatures in the area of a snow snake strike are allowed a saving throw vs. spell. If it succeeds, they take only half 
damage and are considered unencumbered, (but any steam damage takes its normal effect). All items within the area of 
effect (except those worn or carried by a creature who successfully saves vs. the spell) must make “crushing blow” 
saving throws. If snow snake is cast into an area that has been affected by an ice storm or cone of cold spell within the 
previous 4 rounds, its base damage becomes 6d6 points (steam damage is unaltered). The snow and a single tear, drop 
of spittle, or drop of water in the caster’s palm (which may of course be derived by melting some snow through the heat 
of skin contact) are the material components of a snow snake spell. 
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7th Level 
 
Heart of Ice (Alteration, Necromancy) 
Sphere: Combat, Necromantic 
Range: Touch 
Components: S 
Duration: Permanent 
Casting Time: 1 round 
Area of Effect: One creature 
Saving Throw: Special 
 
This spell requires intense concentration (hence the long casting time) and can only be delivered by touch, requiring a 
successful attack roll to deliver on any but totally immobilized opponents. Victims turn black, are covered by a thin 
sheen of white frost, and instantly begin to shiver uncontrollably, making spell casting, attacks, or any other activity 
except falling in a certain direction or shouting impossible. Victims must make a successful saving throw vs. death magic 
or die, as their hearts freeze and shatter. Those who successfully save suffer 5d8 points of internal damage instead, but 
as a side effect are also rendered immune to all cold damage for 1 damage per level of the caster of the heart of ice. 
Creatures normally able to exist in frigid conditions (including priests of Auril, white dragons, remorhaz, winter wolves, 
and creatures from the Para-elemental Plane of Ice) are immune to this spell or suffer only 1d4+1 points damage from 
internal bruising. 
 
Epic & Quest Spells 
 
Ice Razor (Evocation) 
Sphere: Combat/Elemental Ice 
Range: 300 feet 
Components: VS/XP 
Duration: Instantaneous 
Area of effect: a bolt of cold 300’ long by 10’ wide 
Casting Time: 1 round 
Saving Throw: ½   
 
This spell creates a slicing bolt of energy that deals 10d6 of damage plus 20d6 points of cold damage to creatures it 
strikes. If a target is killed its remains are utterly destroyed as if disintegrated. 
 
Cold Claws (Evocation) 
Sphere: Combat/Elemental ice 
Range: 20 miles 
Duration: 20 hours 
Area of effect: A 20 mile radius, centred on caster 
Casting Time: 1 turn 
Saving Throw: None 
 
This spell creates a blizzard within the area of the spell. The change in weather takes 10 minutes to complete and once 
casting is complete, lasts for 20 hours and takes another full day to gradually return to normal. A blizzard combines high 
winds, heavy snows and bitter cold. 
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Ice Age (Evocation) 
Sphere: Weather/Elemental ice 
Range: 0’ 
Duration: Permanent 
Area of effect: 20 mile radius emanation from caster 
Casting time: 1 round 
Saving throw: None 
 
A massive glacier fills a 20 mile radius area, covering the surface (land, water etc).  The temperature drops to 0 degrees 
Fahrenheit.  All water in the air instantly freezes, creating a blizzard that lasts until ice-age is dispelled.   
 
Dire Winter (Evocation) 
Sphere: Weather 
Range 1000 feet 
Duration: 20 hours 
Area of effect: 1000 feet radius from target 
Casting time: 1 round 
Saving throw: none  
 
The caster summons winter. The creature or object targeted radiates bitter cold in a 1000 foot radius for 20 hours.  The 
intense cold does 2d6 hp damage per round to unprotected creatures.  The intense cold freezes water from the air 
causing constant snow fall and wind, producing a blizzard in the area of effect. 
 
Frost Fire (Evocation) 
Sphere: Combat/Elemental ice 
Range: 300 feet 
Duration: Instantaneous 
Area of effect: 40’ radius sphere 
Casting time: 1 
Saving throw: ½  
 
A ball of intense cold from the lowest layers of Hell appears dealing 40d6 hp damage. 
 
Ice Fist (Evocation) 
Sphere: Combat/Elemental ice 
Range: Touch 
Duration: 20 hours 
Area of effect: 1 creature 
Casting time: 1 
Saving throw: special 
 
This spell encases the target in a block of ice that radiates cold.  The imprisoned creature suffers 10d6+20 hp damage 
per round it remains trapped in the ice.  The ice is 5’ thick on all sides so each wall has 180 hp.   Any creature passing 
through the ice to free the trapped creature takes the same cold damage. If the target makes its save, it dodges the ice 
as it forms but still takes 10d6+20 hp damage from the caster touch. 
 
Aurils Priests have access to all reversed fire spells such as Frost Strike, Wall of Frost, Frost Storm etc.   
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Vrandak the Burnished 
 
Race: Human(Tiefling)    AL: NE 
Sex: Male     AC: -5 (base) / -9 
Ht: 6’2”     Class: Warrior/Mage 
Wt: 205 lb     Level:      14        21 
Hair: Silver     HP: 195 
Eyes: Glowing Frost Blue   Kit: Elementalist Lich 
Skin: Polished Silver    MR 15% 
Age:?????     God: Auril 
 
Str  19      Con 16 
Int   20      Dex 14 
Wis  18     Chr 3 (17) 
 
Languages : Tongues – at will 
 
Powers : +2 to caster level when using spells of the elemental schools of water and ice, opponents suffer -2 to their 
saving throws.  True Sight & Legend Lore 3/day each, a skeleton made of polished mithral and a withered skin of 
burnished silver. Lich Touch + 1d10 dg from cold + paralysis, Fear Aura 150’ save at -2, Chill Aura 50’ 2d4+21 hp dg / rd. 
Command Undead, Telepathy to all undead within 350’. Darkness 21/day,  
Immunities: Standard undead immunities. Immune to cold, electricity, death magic, poison, enchantment/charm magics 
& psionics, illusions, disintegration 
 
Possession:  +5 Staff of Magi (80 chg),  
Wands: Frost, Fire, Electricity, Enemy Detection, Paralysis, Viscid Globs, Darkness,  
Rings: 3 Wishes, Prt +4, Spell Turning, Invisibility, Free Action, Flight, Feather Falling, Ram. Shooting Stars 
Fire Resistance 
Rods: Splendour, Lordly Might, Terror 
Clothing: Black Robes of the Arch-Magi, Cloak of Elven Kind, Elven Boots of Speed, Bracers of Blinding Strike, 
Jewellery: Brooch of Humanoid Influence, Amulet of Non-Detection, Green Stone Amulet 
Gems: 26 beljurils, each holding a different prepared spell, 7-12  Ioune Stones of various colours. Gem of Scrying,  
Weapons:  (4x) +3 Daggers of Hurling (poison type F), +3 Longsword - Frost Brand Chill Shield and Frost Ball 1/day each 
at 20th level,  
 
Spell Book (Cold Spells of Frostfell & Dragon Annual “Scrolls of the Ice Mage” by Anne W Davis 1996) 
 
1st arctic spray, icy missile, shiver, freezing hands 
2nd deep freeze, free tag, frozen ground, ice flow, ice trap, snow cone, 
3rd cold shoulder, hail, ice bolt, snow blind, snow man, frost ball 
4th hypothermia, north wind, ice storm, wall of ice 
5th blizzard, cone of cold 
6th avalanche, icicles, freezing ray 
7th dancing shards, Death Dragon, Ice Claw Prison 
8th winter flames, ice brittle ice, Undead General, Field of Icy Razors, 
9th comet swarm, winter tempest (20d6+20 ice storm) 
10th blast of stygia (40d6 blast of frost),  
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DEATH DRAGON 
Necromancy [Evil, Fear, Mind-Affecting] 
Level: Wiz 7 
Components: V, S, DF 
Casting Time: 1 full round 
Range: Personal 
Effect: Dragon of energy and bones 
Duration: 1 round/level (D) 
 
You summon unholy power to gird yourself in a dragon shaped cocoon of bones and negative energy. The cocoon 
gives you a +4 natural armour bonus and a +4 deflection bonus to Armour Class, plus 1 temporary hit point per 
caster level (maximum +20). You are treated as armed when you make unarmed attacks, and deal damage as if 
your limbs were short swords. You can use your off hand to attack, incurring the standard two-weapon fighting 
penalties (see Table 8–2, page 125 of the Player’s Handbook). The death dragon prevents you from casting spells 
with somatic, material, or focus (but not divine focus) components, but does not otherwise hinder your actions or 
movement. As a standard action, you may project a cone of fear or make a melee touch attack to use inflict critical 
wounds on the creature touched. 
 
Undead General 
Level: Wiz 8  
Components: V, S, DF 
Casting Time: 1 action 
Range: Personal 
Target: You 
Duration: 1 day/level 
 
You increase the number of Hit Dice of undead that you can control. Add 10 times your caster level to your Hit 
Dice limit for controlling undead. When the duration expires, you lose control of the extra undead as if you had 
voluntarily relinquished control of them. 
 
FIELD OF ICY RAZORS 
Evocation [Cold] 
Level: Sor/Wiz 8 
Components: V, S, F 
Casting Time: 1 action 
Range: Medium (100 ft. + 
10 ft./level) 
Area: One 10-ft. square/level 
Duration: 1 minute/level 
Saving Throw: Reflex partial 
Spell Resistance: Yes 
 
Razor-sharp ice crystals fill the area. Creatures standing in the area at the time the spell is cast take 2d4 points of 
damage plus 1d6 points of cold damage +1 point/level. Any creature moving on foot into or through the spell’s 
area takes this damage for each 5 feet of movement through the razored area. 
 
Any creature that sustains normal damage from this spell must also succeed at a Reflex save or suffer injuries 
to its feet and legs that slow its speed by one-third. This speed penalty lasts for 24 hours or until the injured creature 
receives a cure spell (which also restores lost hit points). Another character can remove the penalty by taking 10 
minutes to dress the injuries and succeeding at a Heal check against the spell’s save DC. Each 5-foot square section has 
effectively 20 hit points. Even when all the ice has been destroyed, frigid air remains in the area and deals 1d6 points of 
cold damage +1 point/level to creatures that pass through it. 
 
Focus: A silver shuriken worth 50 gp that looks like a snowflake. 
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ICE CLAW PRISON 
Evocation [Cold] 
Level: Sor/Wiz 7 
Components: V, S, F 
Casting Time: 1 action 
Range: Medium (100 ft. + 10 
ft./level) 
Effect: 10-ft. ice claw 
Duration: 1 round/level (D) 
Saving Throw: None 
Spell Resistance: Yes 
 
Similar to Bigby’s grasping hand, this spell creates a Medium-size reptilian claw made of ice. The ice claw gets 
one grappling attack per round. Its attack bonus to make contact is your level + your Intelligence or Charisma 
modifier (for wizards and sorcerers, respectively), +7 for the claw’s Strength score (24). Its grapple check is this same 
figure. When the claw succeeds at a grapple, it inflicts normal grapple damage (1d3 points plus its Strength modifier). 
You can direct it to damage or pin its target on your turn as a free action. On any round that the claw is grappling a 
target, it deals 1d8 points of cold damage in addition to any other damage it causes. 
 
The claw can attack on the round it appears. Directing it to change targets is a standard action. It always attacks from 
your direction and does not get a flanking bonus or help a combatant get one. The claw has as many hit points 
as you do when undamaged and is AC 20 (+10 natural). It takes damage as a normal creature, but most magical effects 
that do not deal damage do not affect it. The claw cannot push through a wall of force or enter an antimagic 
field. It suffers the full effects of a prismatic wall or prismatic sphere. The claw makes saving throws as if it were 
you. Disintegrate or a successful dispel magic destroys it. It is immune to cold but takes double damage from fire. 
 
Focus: A white leather glove and a piece of clear rock crystal. 
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The Magic of Eldath 
 
Wailing Wind (Alteration) 
Level: 1 
Sphere: Elemental Air, Weather 
Range: 5 yards/level 
Components: V 
Duration: 1 turn/level 
Casting Time: 1 round 
Area of Effect: A cube of 10 feet/level on a side 
Saving Throw None 
 
By means of this spell, a priest creates a magical warning system. When any creature larger than a common honeybee 
enters a guarded area (a passage, chamber, cavern, doorway, or cave mouth of up to the area of effect), a wailing, 
whistling blast of wind blows from the guarded area toward the casting priest. The priest designates the area to be 
protected verbally, and must be standing within 5 yards per level of the area to be protected when the spell is cast. 
 
The wailing wind travels toward the caster as long as she or he is on the same plane as the guarded area, but fades out 
beyond 100 yards per level of the casting priest. The wailing wind has a distinctive tone that can be heard by all 
creatures capable of hearing. It transmits and magnifies any sounds (speech, movement, etc.) made by the triggering 
being at the time it is activated, and it thus gives any listener a clue as to what sort of intruder approaches. The spell 
cannot he modified to be activated by only specific beings or types of creatures. Once the guarded area is entered and 
the wailing wind rises, the spell is exhausted unless the caster was of sufficient level to allow another activation of the 
spell for another intruder. The wind itself lasts for 1 round per level of the casting priest once triggered, although the 
caster may end it sooner. 
 
A wailing wind can be activated more than once, depending on the level of its caster. As the level of the caster 
increases, the number of blasts of wailing wind occurring for different intruders at different times is also increased. A 
1st- or 2nd-level caster creates only a single-blast wailing winds; a 3rd- or 4th-level caster creates a wind of two blasts; a 
5th- or 6th-level caster creates a wind of three blasts, and so on with no known maximum. 
 
Plant Renewal 
(Alteration) 
Level: 2 
Sphere: Plant 
Range: Touch 
Components: V, S, M 
Duration: Permanent 
Casting Time: 5 
Area of Effect: One plant 
Saving Throw: None 
 
This spell makes sick and withered plants instantly healthy once more. Moulds and other growths are destroyed, spoiled 
fruit and blossoms are renewed, and non-beneficial insects and their eggs are banished. Flowers and edible plant parts 
can thus be created out of mere memories—but this spell cannot bring a wholly dead plant back to life. The spell also 
has a side effect. Creatures using magic or special abilities to masquerade as plants are instantly revealed in their true 
forms. Illusory plants melt away forever and magically altered plants revert to their true forms and natures, breaking 
any magical animations or controls. The material component of a plant renewal spell is a drop of rain water or dew (the 
latter must be collected on a moonlit night). 
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Touch sickle (Alteration) 
Level: 2 
Sphere: Combat, Plant 
Range: 0 
Components: V, S 
Duration: 2 rounds/level 
Casting Time: 5 
Area of Effect: The caster 
Saving Throw: None 
 
By means of this spell, one of the caster’s hands temporarily becomes a wooden magical weapon. The extremity is able 
to strike creatures who can be hit only by magical weapons of +2 enchantment or less. The extremity gains no attack 
bonus, but its slightest touch does the same slashing (Type S) damage as a sickle: 1d4+ 1 points of damage vs. smaller 
than man-sized or man-sized creatures, 1d4 points of damage vs. larger than man-sized creatures. A druid may use the 
enchanted extremity to harvest mistletoe as though it were a gold or silver sickle. 
 
AURA AGAINST FLAME 
Abjuration 
Level: Clr 2 (Eldath) 
Components: V, S 
Casting Time: 1 action 
Range: Personal 
Target: You 
Duration: 1 round/level 
Saving Throw: None 
Spell Resistance: Yes 
 
You create an aura of blue mist that protects you against fire, absorbing the first 12 points of fire damage as an 
endure elements spell. In addition to the endure elements (fire) effect, the spell can be used to snuff out fires. 
Any non-magical flame that the aura contacts is immediately extinguished if the flame’s maximum damage is 
12 or fewer points per round. This means that torches, small fires, and hurled alchemist’s fire are snuffed out 
and cause no damage if used against you or if you touch them. 
 
You may use a standard action to touch an existing magical fire (such as a flaming sphere or a wall of fire) and attempt 
to dispel it as if using a dispel magic spell against it. If you succeed, the magical fire and the aura both vanish. If you fail, 
both remain. You may use a ready action to use the aura as a dispel magic to counter spell a magical fire attack against 
you. If successful, the spell is counter spelled and the aura disappears. If you fail the dispel check or the attack is not a 
fire attack, nothing happens and the aura remains. 
 
Flame Shield (Evocation) 
Level: 3 
Sphere: Elemental Fire 
Range: 0 
Components: V, S, M 
Duration: 1 round/level 
Casting Time: 6 
Area of Effect: Special 
Saving Throw: None 
 
This spell creates a pulsating, 6-foot-high shield of darkness at the end of the caster’s hand. The shield is weightless and 
intangible. Missiles and other weapons and solid objects, including parts of the caster’s body, pass through it without 
impediment. The shield remains attached to one of the caster’s hands (chosen during the casting) unless the casting 
priest touches another creature’s hand and wills control of the shield to pass to the other (who must agree to the 
transfer or it cannot occur). The shield works against flame. Its touch extinguishes normal torches, flaming oil, and 
candles instantly. Larger fires are diminished. A fireball striking or exploding around the bearer of a flame shield, for 
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example, does only half damage. A flame blade coming into contact with a flame shield is harmlessly destroyed. A flame 
shield fully cancels out a flame strike if held directly in the path of the flame strike (over the shield-bearer’s head); this 
destroys the flame shield instantly. If the flame shield is not held in such a fashion, the shield-bearer takes half damage 
as for a fireball. 
 
Flame-related illusions, hypnotic patterns, and the like have no effect on any being viewing them through a flame shield. 
A magical, flaming sword striking through a flame shield encounters no resistance and inflicts normal weapon damage 
but no flame damage. Any part of such a blade that has passed through the shield remains free of flames while any part 
of the blade is in contact with the shield; thus a flaming sword striking through a flame shield cannot ignite a scroll or 
other flammable object by touch.  
 
The material components for this spell are a piece of phosphorous, a drop of mercury, and a cobweb. 
 
Greenwood (Alteration) 
Level: 3 
Sphere: Plant 
Range: 10 yards/level 
Components: V, S, M 
Duration: 1 turn/level 
Casting Time: 6 
Area of Effect: 9 cubic feet +1 cubic foot/level 
Saving Throw: None 
 
By means of this spell, the caster can temporarily make dead and withered trees appear living, green and healthy. The 
caster can affect one plant (or object made from one), or a mass of plant material up to 9 cubic feet plus 1 cubic foot per 
level of the caster. Dead or bare trees, shrubs, or vines can be made to cloak themselves in leaves. Sufficient foliage 
appears to afford concealment for the caster, but not enough to use for an entangle spell. Dry firewood can be made 
damp enough that it does not light. If wood is already alight, the flames die down to a thick, choking smoke in a cloud 
that lasts for one round per experience level of the caster. This cloud, which totally obscures vision beyond 2 feet, 
covers a roughly spherical volume from ground or floor up or conforms to the shape of a confined area. The smoke fills a 
volume 100 times that of the fire source. All within the cloud must roll successful saving throws vs. spell or suffer -2 
penalties to all combat rolls and Armour Class. 
 
Dry, seasoned wood, such as a ship’s mast, can be made to bend and snap under a strain like green wood. Rotten wood, 
such as an old bridge or ruin, usually collapses or becomes unsafe to carry any future load. Damage to plants or wood 
suffered by being made green is permanent, but the wood otherwise reverts to its former state after the expiration of 
the spell. In other words, if greenwood is used to collapse an old bridge, the wood the bridge is made of returns to its 
previous condition after the expiration of the spell, but the bridge is still collapsed. 
 
Laughing Water 
(Alteration) 
Level: 3 
Sphere: Necromantic, Protection 
Range: Touch 
Components: V, S, M 
Duration: Permanent 
Casting Time: 1 round 
Area of Effect: A volume of liquid no larger than the caster’s head 
Saving Throw: None 
 
This spell transforms any liquid that is primarily water (even fouled water) in to sparkling, gently glowing “laughing 
water” that is sweet to the taste and very satisfying. Imbibing even a single drop of laughing water banishes all 
weariness for a day, and exhausted creatures become alert and energetic. Swallowing a mouthful cures insanity, 
blindness, and disease and instantly destroys monster and animal internal parasites and their eggs from the body of the 
imbiber. Moreover, the 
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drinker is rendered immune to all of these perils for 24 hours from the moment of swallowing. A double amount of 
laughing water can be substituted for holy water in all uses and rituals of the Eldathyn and other good human faiths. 
This water is named for another benefit. If laughing water is splashed on any being who is under or about to face 
Tasha’s uncontrollable hideous laughter (2nd-level wizard spell), it negates all effects of the spell instantly. A target of 
such a spell who is carrying or comes into contact with laughing water (even just a few drops in a locket vial) before, as, 
or just after the spell is cast, is immune to the magic (it is consumed rendering this protection). 
 
If hurled in a breakable container, a vial of laughing water inflicts 4d6 points of damage on any undead creature it 
strikes. The material components of a laughing water spell are the water to be altered, a pinch of diamond dust, and a 
seed from any green plant that is less than a year old. 
 
Mould Touch (Alteration) 
Level: 3 
Sphere: Plant 
Range: Touch 
Components: V, S, M 
Duration: Special 
Casting Time: 6 
Area of Effect: One target creature 
Saving Throw: Special 
 
This spell empowers the casting priest to transmute its material components into brown mould spores without suffering 
personal harm. The first creature touched by the caster within six rounds of the casting is infected by brown mould. A 
successful attack roll is required to touch an opponent in combat or one who is not unaware or immobilized. If the 
caster cannot touch any creature, the mould spores vanish at the end of six rounds. The mould spores created by this 
spell cannot live on plant or inorganic material. All the spores are transferred to the first creature touched by the caster. 
Thus, the caster can infect only one creature per spell. In the event of an accident, this could well be a friend or ally. A 
mould touch spell inflicts 4d6 points of damage upon the target creature, and half that if the victim makes a successful 
saving throw vs. spell. 
 
Brown mould spreads from the contact point rapidly, growing by absorbing body heat. In the process, it chills the victim. 
In the second round after the attack, the mould inflicts 2d6 points of damage and half that if the victim makes a 
successful saving throw vs. spell. On every round thereafter, the victim receives a saving throw vs. spell. If the saving 
throw is successful, no damage is taken, and the spell ends. If the saving throw is failed, the victim takes 1d6 points of 
damage in that round. Brown mould created by this spell is of limited duration, and a victim cannot infect other 
creatures even if intending to do so. Magical cold harms mould created by this spell in the usual manner, but also affects 
the creature on which the mould is growing. 
 
The material components of this spell are mistletoe, holly, or oak leaves. 
 
Wheel of Bones (Alteration) 
Level: 3 
Sphere: Necromantic 
Range: 0 
Components: V, S, M 
Duration: 1 round/level 
Casting Time: 6 
Area of Effect: Special 
Saving Throw: None 
 
This spell transforms bone fragments into a fast-spinning pinwheel of many bones that whirl about a limb of the caster 
chosen during casting. The caster cannot grasp anything with that limb or cast any other spell without ending the wheel 
of bones, which fades instantly into nothingness when it expires. The caster can will the spell to end at any time. A 
wheel of bones inflicts 1d6+4 points of damage when a priest hits a foe with it by making a successful attack roll with 
the limb it surrounds. The wheel of bones can also fire bone shards once per round in addition to any melee attack the 
caster may make. The melee attack is made with the priest’s normal THAC0. Hurled shards always strike at THAC0 7, 
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regardless of the priest’s own attack prowess. They cause 1d4 points of damage each, and 1d3 of them fly at the target 
of a shard attack. The caster designates the target of a shard attack, but has no control over how many shards are 
hurled at it. The missile range of these shards is 5 (short)/10 (medium)/15 (long) yards, and they may be fired at point 
blank range at neither a penalty nor a bonus. The damage and duration of a wheel of bones is unaffected by the number 
of shards it fires, and the caster of the wheel is never harmed by the spell’s bone shards, regardless of where they fly, 
ricochet, or strike. 
 
The material components of this spell are at least two bones or bone fragments from any source. 
 
Control Vapour (Alteration, Conjuration/Summoning) 
Level: 5 
Sphere: Elemental Air, Elemental Water 
Range: 40 yards 
Components: V, S, M 
Duration: 1 round/level 
Casting Time: 8 
Area of Effect: 10-foot/level-radius sphere 
Saving Throw: None 
 
By means of this spell, the caster is able to alter the movement rate and direction of natural or magical smokes and 
vapours, including incendiary clouds, smoke ghosts, gaseous breath weapons, fog cloud, and cloudkill, as well as the 
smoky effects of pyrotechnics and creatures in gaseous form. Within the area of effect, wind effects are negated, even if 
of magical origin, and the caster can hold a vapour stationary or move it up to 10 feet per level each round in any 
desired direction. If the vapour passes out of the stationary area of effect of the spell, control is lost. Creatures in 
gaseous form (such as vampires) and those wind walking receive no saving throw against the spell. A vapour cannot 
alter its form, be altered in form, nor be split into several vapours unless the caster so wills; however, creatures 
normally able to alter their nongaseous form into another form (such as corporeal one) can do so whether the caster 
desires them to or not. The process of changing form takes twice as long as usual while they are affected by control 
vapour. Clouds of insects and similar insubstantial or amorphously formed but nongaseous creatures are not affected by 
this spell. The drow of the Underdark are reputed to use a parallel form of this spell in one or more of their faiths. 
 
The material component of this spell is a bean or pea and the priest’s holy symbol (which is not consumed in casting the 
spell). 
 
Greater Touch sickle (Alteration) 
Level: 5 
Sphere: Combat, Plant 
Range: 0 
Components: V, S 
Duration: 2 rounds/level 
Casting Time: 8 
Area of Effect: The caster 
Saving Throw: None 
By means of this spell, one of the caster’s hands temporarily becomes a wooden magical weapon. The extremity is able 
to strike all creatures who can be hit only by magical weapons. The extremity is able to strike all creatures who and its 
slightest touch does slashing (Type S) damage as a sickle +2: 1d4+3 points of damage vs. smaller than man-sized 
creatures, 1d4+2 points of damage vs. larger than man-sized creatures. A druid may use the enchanted extremity to 
harvest mistletoe as though 
it were a gold or silver sickle. 
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DROWN 
Conjuration (Creation) 
Level: 6 
Components: V, S 
Casting Time: 1 action 
Range: Close (25 ft. + 5 ft./2 levels) 
Target: One living creature 
Duration: Instantaneous 
Saving Throw: Fortitude negates 
Spell Resistance: Yes 
 
You create water in the lungs of the subject, which begins to drown. The subject immediately falls unconscious, 
dropping to 0 hp. In the following round, it drops to –1 hit points and is dying. In the following round, it dies. Coughing 
and other attempts by the victim to physically expel the water are useless. However, any time before death it can be 
stabilized with a Heal check (DC 15). Undead, constructs, creatures who do not need to breathe, and creatures who can 
breathe water are unaffected by this spell. 
 
Spring Mastery (Alteration, Evocation) 
Level: 6 
Sphere: Creation, Elemental Water 
Range: Special 
Components: V, S, M 
Duration: Special 
Casting Time: 1 round 
Area of Effect: Special 
Saving Throw: None 
This spell can be employed in three ways: If cast on a spot where there is no running watercourse, it causes water to 
spring up from the earth. If cast on an existing spring, it purifies the water and makes it totally transparent and non-
distorting to the caster’s eyes. If cast on the casting priest while she or he is in contact with a spring, the magic performs 
a limited sort of teleport. 
 
The first function of the spell causes water to flow up from a spot on the ground forever if enough subterranean 
groundwater is present to feed a spring. If there is no water around, it causes a steady flow of water of Eldath (see 
above) for one turn per level of the caster. One creature per round can drink of the flow, but if it is used to fill leather 
canteen flasks, potion bottles, or other containers permitting transportation away for later imbibing, the spell is 
exhausted after 1 container/level of the caster is filled. Any container larger in volume than the caster’s two hands 
placed together counts as two or more containers, depending on its size. 
 
The second function of the spell allows the caster to clearly see through the spring’s water to find creatures therein and 
examine submerged objects or the streambed itself. Normally invisible creatures in the spring affected by spring 
mastery are made evident to the caster by the spell’s magic even if they are merged with the water as water weirds or 
water elementals are. Spring mastery used in this fashion permanently banishes all taints, poisons, waterborne diseases, 
and corrosive substances, including monster secretions. An aquatic monster employing such fluid or fluid borne attacks 
discovers that they simply do not function within a 70-foot spherical radius of where the spell was cast for one full year 
after the round of casting. 
 
The third function of spring mastery permits instantaneous travel for the caster and all nonliving worn, carried, or held 
items only (to whatever limits the caster can normally carry) from the place of casting to either a known, previously 
visited spot in or on the banks of any other spring in Faerûn (including subterranean watercourses) or to the nearest 
junction with another watercourse either upstream or downstream (which need not be a locale known to the caster), as 
the caster chooses. The material component of this spell is three drops of water blessed by Eldath, blessed by one of her 
personal servants (her servitor creatures) in her name, or consecrated to her by an Exalted of Eldath. These must be 
poured upon the spot where the priest desires spring to issue from in the first spell use, introduced into the existing 
spring in the second, or poured in the hand of the casting priest in the third. 
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Mist of the Goddess (Alteration, Evocation, Necromancy) 
Level: 6 
Sphere: Elemental Water, Healing 
Range: 5 yards/level 
Components: V, S, M 
Duration: 1 round 
Casting Time: One turn 
Area of Effect: An inverted cone 30 feet high with a maximum radius of 10 feet/level ,with a minimum radius of 5 feet 
Saving Throw: Special 
 
This spell creates a glowing, green, inverted cone of mist that acts as the priest spells cure disease (3rd level), remove 
curse (3rd level), heal (6th level), regenerate (7th level), restoration (7th level), and resurrection (7th level) on any single 
being within it. The circular base of the mists has a radius of a maximum of 10 feet per level of the caster; it can be as 
small as the caster wills during casting, to a minimum of 5 feet. The cone is 30 feet high; if called forth in an area with 
low clearance, its height is truncated by any solid, continuous roof or ceiling material. If more than one being or portions 
of more than one being are touched by the mist, a random being is aided unless the priest calling up the mist of the 
goddess specifically chooses one being as the spell recipient by act of will. 
 
No corpse is aided by this spell if a living, intelligent being is in contact with the mists, but if only corpses are present, 
and no single being is chosen by the caster as the spell recipient, all the dead are allowed the saving throw vs. spell they 
had in life. All those who successfully save are reincarnated (as the 7th-level priest spell reincarnate, but without any 
time limit since death) into a random creature form that can readily survive in the immediate surroundings (in other 
words, no fish out of water or tropical species in glacial arctic regions). 
 
The material component of this spell is a drop of water blessed by Eldath, blessed by one of her personal servants (her 
servitor creatures) in her name, or consecrated to her by an Exalted of Eldath. 
 
Water of Eldath (Alteration) 
Level: 7  
Sphere: Elemental Water, Healing 
Range: Touch 
Components: V, S, M 
Duration: Permanent 
Casting Time: 8 
Area of Effect: Three potion flasks 
Saving Throw: None 
 
This spell fills three potion flasks with water of Eldath. An entire flask of water of Eldath poured onto something or 
someone kills mould and musk creeper spores (including monstrous sorts) and rot grubs; purifies water of dangerous 
pollutants, diseases, and oils, including all things that give the water an unpleasant taste and odour; acts as a neutralize 
poison (as the 4th-level priest spell). If an entire flask is imbibed, it instantly confers the following effects on the drinker 
as needed: It cures disease (as the 3rd-level priest spell); cures mummy rot; cures lycanthropy; removes curses (as the 
3rd-level priest spell); and closes all wounds, including wounds made by enchanted weapons that cannot normally be 
made to close, effectively binding the wounds and preventing further damage due to blood loss. 
 
The material component of this spell is three drops of water blessed by Eldath, blessed by one of her personal servants 
(her servitor creatures) in her name, or consecrated to her by an Exalted of Eldath. One drop is placed into each flask. 
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Magic of the Lands Under Shadow 
 
FIRE SPIDERS 
Conjuration (Summoning) [Fire] 
Level: Sor/Wiz 6 
Components: V, S, M 
Casting Time: 1 action 
Range: Close (25 ft. + 5 ft./2 levels) 
Effect: 240 fiery spiders that cover a 20-ft.-radius spread 
Duration: 1 round/level 
Saving Throw: Reflex half 
Spell Resistance: Yes 
 
You call forth a swarm of 240 fire elementals the size of common spiders. The fire spiders each have 1/4 d8 HD (1 hp), 
speed 10 ft., climb 10 ft., and AC 18 (+8 size). They distribute themselves evenly within the initial area of the spell (six 
creatures per 5-foot square), and after the first round they move as a swarm, seeking creatures and objects to attack 
and ignite. The attacks by the fire spiders in a 5-foot-square area can be treated as an area attack by the group, inflicting 
fire damage equal to the number of spiders in that square (a Reflex saving throw halves the damage). Unlike with a 
creeping doom spell, the fire spiders do not die after inflicting damage, and only disappear if they are slain, the spell 
duration expires, or they are somehow banished to their home plane. Fire spiders can 
ignite flammable objects if they rest on one for 2 or more rounds. 
 
As fire elementals, the fire spiders are immune to fire and are thwarted by barriers that block neutral outsiders. 
Water or other non-flammable liquid (including acid) kills them, a flask destroying 2d4 fire spiders in a targeted 5- foot 
square and causing 1 point of splash damage to adjacent squares (killing one spider in each adjacent square). 
If some of the creatures die, the swarm condenses, growing smaller in area, maintaining the density of six creatures per 
5-foot area. Thousands of years ago, the drow used this spell to set on fire a large portion of what is now the Border 
Forest, separating it further from the forest of Cormanthor. 
 
Fire Spider Swarm 
 
AC 0 HD 12 HP 78 each MR 25% (immune to heat & flame), double dg from cold, hive mind % swarm qualities, Speed 20, 
atc 4d6 burn dg, + 3d6 fire damage from legs, save vs fire or burn for 1s4 rounds 
 
Warded Walls (One of the reasons why the Twisted Tower withstood so many attacks!) 
Abjuration 
Level: Sor/Wiz 7 
Components: V, S, M, F 
Casting Time: 30 minutes 
Range: Anywhere within the area to be warded 
Area: Up to 200 sq. ft./level (S) 
Duration: Permanent 
Saving Throw: See text 
Spell Resistance: See text 
 
This powerful spell is primarily used to defend a stronghold. The ward protects 200 square feet per caster level. The 
warded area can be as much as 40 feet high, and shaped as you desire. You can ward several stories of a stronghold by 
dividing the area among them. The following spells cannot penetrate walls protected by this spell: 
clairaudience/clairvoyance, disintegrate, dispel magic, locate object, passwall, scrying, dimension door, and teleport. 
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SPIDERSKIN 
Transmutation 
Level: Druid 3, sorcerer/wizard 3 
Components: V, S, M/DF 
Casting Time: 1 standard action 
Range: Touch 
Target: Creature touched 
Duration: 10 minutes/level 
Saving Throw: Will negates (harmless) 
Spell Resistance: Yes (harmless) 
 
Spiderskin makes the subject’s skin tougher and more like a carapace. The spell grants the recipient a +1 enhancement 
bonus to its existing natural armour bonus, a +1 racial bonus on saves against poison, and a +1 racial bonus on Hide 
checks. Each of these bonuses increases by 1 for every three caster levels above 3rd, for a maximum of +5 at caster level 
12th. The enhancement bonus provided by spiderskin stacks with the target’s natural armour bonus, but not with other 
enhancement bonuses to natural armour. A creature without natural armour has an effective natural armour bonus of 
+0, much as a character wearing only normal clothing has an armour bonus of +0. 
 
Material Component: A piece of a spider. 
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Rystall Wood Elven Magic & Artefacts 
 
Shilkerynmar: +5 Vorpal Sword: The War Blade of Rystall Wood: On its blade is traced a device of seven stars set 
between the crescent Moon and the rayed Sun, and about them are written many runes.  “Its edge is hard and 
keen…the sword fills Orcs, Drow and Men with fear, for it shines with the light of the sun and of the moon, and it is 
named Shilkerynmar”.  It glows with a red light in sunlight acting as a sunblade +5, and a white light in moonlight, acting 
as a frostbrand+5/+6vs fire users/dwellers.  Fear Aura 50’ 3/day, save vs spells at -4, only affects goblinoids Drow and 
humans.  The weapon glows soft silver when evil is present within 250’.  Spell Turning (at will). Wielder immune to mind 
attacks and mind affecting magics & psionics.  Blade Rite Ritual to attune to the Blade, Wielder is considered heir to the 
lost realm of Rystall Wood. 
 
Orcwrath: +4dagger of slicing: weapon glows blue in the presence of goblinoids, Rg 500’ 
 
Haldrafang: +4Leaf Bladed Elven Longsword: glows blue in the presence of Evil and imminent danger, Range 150’. 
Wielder immune to poisons and fear, +5 and double damage vs goblinoids & giant-kin.  Adorned with a beautiful ivory 
inlaid scabbard and sun jewelled hilt. It was crafted by the Elves of Rystall Wood for the Goblin-wars. 
 
The Barrow-Blade: A slender, leaf-shaped short-sword damasked with serpent-forms in red and gold inside a black 
sheath.  The sword is wrought of adamantine, light and strong, and set with many fiery opals with characters inscribed 
on the blade and wound with spells for the bane of trolls, goblin-kin and drow. +3 shortsword of wounding +5 & double 
damage vs trolls, goblin-kin and drow.  These same creatures are affected by a fear aura 30’, save vs spells at -4 or flee.  
Wielder immune to normal missiles and is healed 1/day. 
 
Typical Elven jewellery found in Myth Ondath included various trinkets that took the form of necklaces, ornamental 
bracers, or multiple rings linked with fine chains. Such items might have had one of the following powers: 

 Cloaks the wearer in shadows at will, giving a 70% chance of hiding in shadows as a thief does (thieves                             
gain a +70% bonus to a maximum chance of 99%)  

 Can fire two magic missiles per day  

 Can heal the wearer once every three days  

 Can cure light wounds twice a day (wearer only)  

 Can turn the wearer invisible for four rounds, once per day  

 Allows the wearer four rounds of levitation once per day  

 Allows the wearer to move with absolute silence, always levitating an inch above the ground or floor, and also 
confers feather fall as needed  

 Blink once a day for one turn (was intended for use in dancing, and may be accompanied by drifting dancing 
lights, faerie fire bursts, and/or music)  

 Fly once a day at MV 14 (A) for a single three-round period; can lift a maximum of 600 lbs (average human 
wearer can carry at least one other person of typical human size)  

 Hold person by touch (single target only, saves at - 3, effects as if the spell were cast by a 10th level wizards 
except that it affects undead and lasts only four round for living beings, eight rounds for undead; broken if 
"frozen" target takes damage from any attack), once per day  

 Light once a day (stationary where evoked; does not move with jewellery) and/or dancing lights (a cluster of 
one to four circular balls, hue, size, brightness, and number as the jewellery-wearer wills) once per day; these 
wink out when desired, or seven rounds after creation, whichever comes first  

 Purify food and drink once a day, by touch, acting on all chosen items to a total volume limit of no larger than 
the wearer's own body) that can be touched in a three-round "active" period  

 Spider climb whenever desired, to a maximum extent of one turn per day  

 Warmth (as a ring of warmth) twice a day for up to six rounds each time (a property often used to walk unclad 
from house to outhouse on winter nights, or to attend winter parties in very flimsy attire)  

 Water breathing once per day, for up to one turn  

 Wraith form once a day, for up to one turn  
 
 
 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/War_of_the_Jewels
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pattern_welding
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